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Korea Post-Delivering dreams,
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With an evergreen heart, we will serve as the leader of the nation's happiness.
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Greetings from
the President

Korea Post,
Delivering Hope
and Happiness
to the Public

Kim Joon-ho
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•Introduction
Greetings from the
President

We are committed to providing a universal service so that the public can use the postal,
savings and insurance services at a reasonable cost. Being sensitive to the changes in the
economic environment such as the advent of ICT technology and global financial market,
we are faced with growing difficulties in our business environment such as the decreasing
mail volume and return on investments.
To overcome such difficulties, we have creatively and actively introduced ICT technology
to our businesses in order to advance the postal businesses and materialize the creative
economy such as opening the self-service kiosks, creativity academies, and increasing
the number of post offices that sell "Atteul Phones," budget phone service operated by
mobile virtual network operators(MVNOs).
As a public corporation, we promoted the win-win cooperation with other parties by
supporting the export of postal technologies and increasing the investment in venture
companies, and actively launched social responsibility activities, such as the operation of
‘Post Office Han-sarang House’ for children suffering from cancer and their families, and
offering emergency mail and parcel deliveries for the Sewol(the sunken cruise ship) rescue
activities, and so on.
The environment for management of postal business is still expected to stay tough for the
time being. However, all the employees and officers at Korea Post will try harder to explore
new possibilities and materialize the values of creative economy, so that we can continue
on to produce excellent business results.
I would appreciate if you could stay interested in and continue to support Korea Post as it
meets and overcomes these challenges.
Thank you.
President of Korea Post

Kim Joon-ho
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Our Vision and Mission

Mission

Vision

To create a postal service for public happiness based on stable profits,
with convenient access for all at any time, any place

Korea Post, Delivering Hope and Happiness to the Public

Utilizing post offices
for public happiness
•Supporting the creative economy
through the postal network
•Allocating new roles for post offices
•Enhancing CSR management

Raising the profitability
of the postal service
•Improving the profit structure of
postal services

4 major
strategies
Laying the foundation for
creative future growth
•Management innovation
•Implementing projects for new growth
•Establishing ICT-based postal infrastructure

Stable management of
postal financial services
•Upgrading postal financial services
•Enhancing the effectiveness of
capital management
•Securing financial soundness
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•Sharpening the competitive edge
of postal services
•Effective management of postal
logistics

•Introduction
Our Vision and Mission
Organizational Chart
and History

Organization Chart and History
Organization Chart
Organizations: 4 Bureaus, 5 Divisions and 20 Teams

President of
Korea Post

General Services Division

Management and
Planning Bureau

Major Historical
Milestones of Korea Post
March 23, 2013

Bureau of Posts

Public Relations Division

Inspector Division

Postal Savings Bureau

Postal Insurance Bureau

•General Management
Division

•Postal Policy Division

•Postal Finance Policy Division

•Domestic Postal Division

•Financial Planning Division

•New Postal Business Division

•Postal Savings Risk
Management Division

•Postal Network Planning
Division

•International Business
Division

•Business Performance &
IT Policy Team

•Postal Logistics Planning
Division

•Labor & Management
Cooperation Division

•Postal Operations Division

Korea Post is attached to the Ministry of
Science, ICT and Future Planning

•New Address Postal Division

•Fund Management Division
•Postal Savings Business
Division

•Insurance Planning
Division
•Insurance Business
Division
•Insurance Review Division

•Securities Investment Division

•Insurance Asset
Management Division

•Alternative Investment
Division

•Insurance Risk
Management Division

August 28, 2012
The Postal Directorate reopens

February 29, 2008
Korea Post is attached to the Ministry
of Knowledge Economy

July 1, 2000
Korea Post is launched

Affiliates
Subordinate Offices (3) : Korea Post Officials Training Institute, Korea Post Information Center and
Supply & Construction office of Korea Post
Regional Offices (9) : Seoul, Gyeongin, Busan, Chungcheong, Jeonnam, Gyeongbuk, Jeonbuk,
Gwangwon and Jeju

December 23, 1994
Renamed the Ministry of Information
and Communication

August 15, 1948
The Ministry of Communications is
founded

March 23, 1900

● Post Offices as of December, 2014			
Total

4thGrade

5thGrade

6thGrade

7thGrade

3,542

120

138

1,589

27

(number of post offices)

Special
Licensed Post
Community
Offices
Post Offices
754

810

Postal
Agencies
104

The Office of Communication is established
under the Ministry of Agriculture, Commerce
and Industry of the Korean Empire

November 18, 1884
The Postal Directorate opens to the public

April 22, 1884
The Postal Directorate is
established
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Recognition by External
Organizations

The first rank in public service
management on KCSI for the 16th consecutive year
Korea Post's postal service scored 76.7 points on the Korean Customer Satisfaction
Index (KCSI) supervised by KMAC, and ranked first for the 16th consecutive year in
public service management.

Receiving the PIPL certificate
For the first time among the government organizations, we received the PIPL certificate
on December 4, 2014 which certifies that Korea Post has excellent protective measures in
place to protect personal information.
We have established internal guidelines to protect the personal information of the public
and has continued to fine-tune this safekeeping system. Also, we formed a department
dedicated to information protection to continue our efforts to provide a service the public
can rely on and to protect their personal information.
We have strengthened our efforts to protect information since 2004 by establishing
the Integrated Postal Security Control Center, of which the purpose is to prevent cyber
security incidents. The Integrated Postal Security Control Center located inside the Korea
Post Information Center in Naju Innovation City operates 24-by-7 throughout the year to
preemptively cut off any personal information leakage by responding to cyber hacking
attempts and virus attacks on a real-time basis.
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Recognition by External
Organizations

Winning the highest merit in UPU's EMS Cooperative
Performance Award for the eighth consecutive year
We received the Gold Level EMS Cooperative Performance Award from the UPU. We
received high marks in the areas of on-time delivery rate and on-time provision of
transportation & delivery information. Notwithstanding the stronger evaluation standard
than that of 2013, Korea Post received the Award for eight consecutive years, proving its
level of excellence to the world.

Receiving the ISO certificate on road traffic safety by
Korea Post Logistics Agency
Korea Post Logistics Agency under Korea Post received the ISO39001 certificate on road
traffic safety from The Korean Foundation for Quality, for the first time in the industries history.
The ISO39001 is an international standard for road traffic safety management system
that certifies an organization related to the road traffic safety (person, road and vehicle)
which has the system that satisfies the international standard. Korea Transportation
Safety Authority, the organization in charge of assuring the traffic safety in Korea, had
announced the 'Set the Country at Ease Project', which is linked to the United Nations
Decade of Action for Road Safety, and has been promoting the Project since 2014 to raise
the Korean transportation companies' level of safety management to satisfy the IS39001.
To cooperate with such efforts on traffic safety, Korea Post Logistics Agency has
implemented a system that satisfies the ISO39001, the international standard certificate
which Korea Post received for the first time in the applicable Korean industry in
December 2014, and has been actively engaged in the activities aimed at minimizing the
road traffic safety risk that can take place during the postal delivery and at preventing
vehicle accidents. Korea Post Logistics Agency, as a public organization, will continue to
work hard to introduce an advanced traffic culture in Korea.
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02
Business Overview

We sincerely wish
for the happiness of everyone in Korea.
Whenever you need us,
we at Korea Post will be there for you.
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Overview of Korea Post
Based on our 130 years of tradition in the service of the public, it is our humblest promise
to provide the highest standards in terms of postal, savings and insurance services, to be
accessible with convenience by the entire nation at any time and any place.

Characteristics of Korea Post
Throughout the 130 years of continued tradition since the inception of the Postal Directorate in
1884, Korea Post has persevered in growing as an organization by facing challenges that required
constant change and innovation.
We are a public entity that provides universal service at uniform rates nationwide, while engaging in
corporate business activities to cover operational expenses with self-generated profits. Structured
through three special accounts (Postal Services, Postal Savings and Postal Insurance), we finance
our expenditure budget including staff wages with self-generated revenues, and direct our profits
to contribute to state finances through transfers to the General Account or other means.
In addition, we aim to fulfill our corporate social responsibilities as a state-run enterprise in acting
for the benefit of public interest and creating a society of shared happiness, through a variety of
activities such as providing social welfare services for low-income families and marginalized groups,
as well as supporting informatization, environmental protection, scholarships and donations.

<Korea Post>

Postal Service
We endeavor to provide the public with fair postal services at uniform rates. In essence, the postal
service consists of receiving and delivering mail, including letters, parcels and EMS.
In addition to these basic functions, we provide a wide range of other services for public
convenience, such as ePost Shopping and flower delivery. In 2014, our annual postal traffic
stood at approximately 4.2 billion pieces, while sales amounted to 2.8 trillion Korean won (KRW),
representing an average of 84 pieces per capita in terms of the yearly mail volume.
● Postal Statistics
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(in million pieces, 100 millions of Korean won and %)

Year

Volume

Year-on-Year
In/Decrease

Revenue

Year-on-Year
In/Decrease

2000

4,517

18.2

12,542

14.9

2001

5,056

11.9

14,172

13.0

2002

5,537

9.5

17,082

20.5

2003

5,256

△5.1

17,154

0.4

2004

4,975

△5.3

17,342

1.1

2005

4,777

△4.0

18,840

8.6

2006

4,842

1.3

20,437

8.5

2007

4,942

2.1

22,159

8.4

2008

4,884

△1.2

23,057

4.1

2009

4,832

△1.1

23,814

3.3

2010

4,870

0.8

24,623

3.4

2011

4,816

△1.1

25,110

2.0

2012

4,651

△3.4

26,367

5.0

2013

4,429

△4.8

27,292

3.5

2014

4,284

△3.3

28,474

4.3
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Postal Savings Service
Despite unfavorable economic conditions such as instable financial market and low interest rate
trend, we strive to offer convenient savings services especially to people having difficulties in
access to financial services - such as those in rural villages, thereby contributing to stabilizing their
economic lives.
Currently, post offices are offering a variety range of services, including 26 types of savings
products such as fixed deposit for the elderly, debit card, smart banking service, and overseas
remittance. As of 2014, the number of post office savings subscribers reached 12.7 million persons
with the total savings deposit of 60.1 trillion Korean won.
● Status of Postal Savings Number of Accounts

(in thousand units and thousand persons)

Classification

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Accounts held
No. of
Accounts Active accounts

20,795

20,949

20,020

20,226

20,030

20,077

20,530

16,235

16,764

16,997

17,539

17,563

17,774

17,896

No. of Active Customers

11,699

12,108

12,157

12,326

12,396

12,600

12,752

● Status of Total Deposits Received

(in 100 millions of Korean won)

Classification

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Total Deposits
Received

409,210

442,795

504,464

564,079

602,660

615,192

601,308

● Types of Deposit Products

Demand Deposits

Time Deposits

Installment Savings

Others

Ordinary Deposit

Time Deposit

Post Office Worker’s Asset Building Savings

Government Deposit

Savings Deposit

Champion Time Deposit

Smart Puzzle Installment Deposit

Repurchase Agreement Deposit

Deumbbuk Prime Savings

Silver Preferential Time Deposit

2040+a Free Installment Deposit

e-Postbank Savings

Junior Preferential Time Deposit

Time Installment Deposit

Happiness Keeper Account

Neighborly Love Time Deposit

Sound Corporation MMDA

e-Postbank Time Deposit

Ease of Mind National Pension Account

2040+a Time Deposit

Smart Savings

Retirement Pension Time Deposit

Election Cost Management Account

Smart Time Deposit

Subcontractor Keeper Account
Dreams Account
11 Types

9 Types

4 Types

2 Types
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Postal Insurance Service
We have utilized our national network of post offices in contributing to the stabilization of the
public livelihood by enhancing our insurance services for customers in areas with limited access to
financial services, as well as low income or disadvantaged demographics. Also, we have expanded
our investment into venture firms through postal insurance funds, and have faithfully performed
our roles as a public financial service provider through the promotion of micro-insurance schemes
for low-income earners. We offer 20 insurance products including the Medical Indemnity Insurance
and Postal Pension Insurance plans. In 2014, our total insurance assets amounted to 47,717 billion
KRW.
● Status of Total Postal Insurance Assets

(in 100 millions of Korean won, %)

Year

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Total Insurance Assets
(YoY Increase Rate)

285,858
(18.6)

318,087
(11.3)

356,974
(12.2)

416,652
(16.7)

461,280
(10.7)

477,170
(3.4)

● Status of Postal Insurance Business
by Year & Status of Postal Insurance Funds
Year

2009

2013

2014

No. of New
Business

1,535
(△10.6)

2,033
(32.4)

1,788
(△12.0)

1,990
(11.3)

1,919
(△3.6)

1,425
(△25.7)

Amount of New
Business

238,686
(△11.1)

271,664
(13.8)

246,740
(△9.2)

276,411
(12.0)

248,988
(△9.9)

181,999
(△26.9)

Actual Contract
Amount

213,118
(△14.5)

254,661
(19.5)

276,623
(8.6)

319,260
(15.4)

288,119
(△9.8)

213,389
(△25.9)

Total Monthly
Premium
Actually Paid

1,422
(38.0)

1,289
(△9.4)

1,371
(6.3)

1,978
(44.3)

1,302
(△34.2)

644
(△50.5)

Actual Monthly
Initial Premium

-

-

-

2,189

1,941
(△11.3)

1,254
(△35.4)

No. of Contracts
Held

10,645
(1.6)

11,567
(8.6)

12,218
(5.6)

13,041
(6.7)

13,747
(5.4)

14,014
(1.9)

1,298,657
(1.5)

1,387,061
(6.8)

1,460,843
(5.3)

1,563,536
(7.0)

1,648,801
(5.5)

1,668,121
(1.2)

Protection
Insurance

29,420
(△0.07)

29,781
(1.2)

30,695
(3.1)

31,256
(1.8)

31,680
(1.4)

31,721
(0.1)

Savings
Insurance

46,141
(68.3)

39,693
(△14.0)

43,409
(9.4)

67,233
(54.9)

51,073
(△24.0)

21,836
(△57.2)

Total

75,561
(32.9)

69,474
(△8.1)

74,104
(6.7)

98,489
(32.9)

82,753
(△16.0)

53,557
(△35.3)

Insurance Benefit
Payments

44,700
(△6.7)

50,944
(14.0)

43,180
(△15.2)

53,411
(23.7)

48,407
(△9.4)

53,046
(9.6)

Insurance
Reserve

265,845
(17.1)

298,033
(12.1)

339,789
(14.0)

393,344
(15.8)

436,561
(11.0)

453,362
(3.8)

Premium Income

Contract
Amount Held

14

2010

(in 100 millions of Korean won, 1,000 policies and %)

2011

2012
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● Types of Insurance Products (as of December 2014)
Products

Marketed Period
Comprehensive
healthcare benefits

Type 1
(Selective)

Healthcare benefits for
diseases

Post Office Medical
Indemnity Insurance

Comprehensive healthcare
benefits

Type 2
(Standard)

Healthcare benefits for
diseases

Post Office Major Disease Major Protection Insurance

Jan. 3, 2011 ~

Post Office Health Clinic Insurance

Jan. 3, 2011 ~

Post Office Hanaro OK Insurance

Mar. 25, 2011 ~

Post Office Seat Belt Insurance

Apr. 15, 2008 ~

Child Healthcare Insurance

Apr. 30, 2010 ~

Ever Rich Accident Insurance

Oct. 5, 2005 ~

100-age Comprehensive Protection Insurance

Oct. 2, 2014 ~

Post Office Cancer Disease (Renewable)

May 16, 2010 ~

Protection
(14)

Type 1 (Disability Benefits)
Disabled
Pension Insurance

Type 2 (Cancer Protection)
Type 3 (Injury Protection)

Apr. 20, 2006 ~
Jan. 4, 2010 ~

Happiness of Sharing Insurance

Oct. 15, 2014 ~

Post Office Care Insurance (Renewable)

Dec. 21, 2012 ~

Green Bonus
Savings Insurance
Ever Rich
Welfare Insurance
Power Savings
Insurance

Pension
(3)

Sept. 10, 2001 ~

Happiness of 10,000 Won Insurance

Post Office
Funeral Insurance

Saving
(3)

July 5, 2013 ~

Type 1 (No-Screening)
Type 2 (Screening)

May 16, 2014 ~

Standard

Oct. 19, 2009 ~

Income Replacement Benefits

Dec. 1, 2010 ~

Standard
Income Replacement Benefits
Type 1 (Lump-Sum)
Type 2 (Fixed Income)

Mar. 20, 2006 ~

May 16, 2014 ~

Essential Switch Insurance

Mar. 20, 2006 ~

Postal Pension Insurance

Dec. 1, 2003 ~

Post Office Pension Savings Insurance (including the transferables)

May 6, 2014 ~

Plus Pension Insurance

Nov. 1, 2007 ~
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Postal Service
We strive to impress our customers by providing differentiated services, from ordinary
mail service, parcel delivery to international express mail service.

Engaging in the Post Office 'Altteul Phone' sales service in full force
We began the consignment sale of Atteul Phone, budget phone service operated by mobile virtual
network operators (MVNOs), in September 2013 to help the households save telecommunication
expenses and the small-to-medium MNVOs diversify their sales channels. Our full engagement in
the sale of Altteul Phone in 2014 has vitalized the overall Altteul Phone industry by strengthening
public awareness and trust thereto. In 2014, we increased the number of post offices that sell the
Altteul Phone from 226 to 651, so that the Altteul Phones can better reach the public in remote areas,
and also the supplier MNVOs from 6 to 10, so that it will support the small-to-medium MNVOs in
adding new sales channels. In order to provide a greater customer convenience, we offered a rateoptimization service through our epost website and engaged in public relation activities for the service
such as distributing media releases and exposing the service to television programs to promote the
cost saving effect of MNVO phones. We provided services to monthly average of 12,000 new MNVO
subscribers, reaching the mark of 170,000 subscribers as of the end of 2014 and anticipate the public
will be able to save approximately 50 billion KRW in telecommunication costs every year.
● Dates and Numbers of Increased MNVO Phone Sales Offices
Dates

Sept. 27, 2013.
(Start of sale)

Jan. 13, 2014

June 10, 2014
(1st Increase)

July 8, 2014.
(2nd Increase)

Offices

Major Post
Office or above

Newly established
and tier-adjusted

Offices that
applied for
the sale

Offices that
applied for
the sale

Oct. 1, 2014
(Additional
Increase)
Offices that
applied for
the sale

226

3

130

268

24

No. of Increased
Offices

Total

651

● Partner MNVOs to Korea Post
Classification

Existing MNVO (6)

New MNVO (4)

Name

Eyesvision, Unicomz, Annex Telecom, EG Mobile,
Space Net and Merchand Korea

Great Human Software, Smartel, Onse
Telecom and Winners Tel

Opening of self-service kiosks
We opened two self-service kiosks, one in Gimpo and the other in Hanam, which started their pilot
operations on May 30, 2014. The self-service kiosks provide postal services, including receiving
and disbursing mail using the Integrated Receiving and Delivering Terminals during the business
hours of 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., as well as non-business hours and public holidays, for those who had
<Customers Using the Self-Service Kiosk>

difficulties in using the conventional post offices during the business hours. We are planning to
gradually increase the aerial coverage of the self-service kiosks by additionally installing seven of
them in 2015.

Locations of
Self-Service
Kiosks
<Self-Service Kiosk Opening Ceremony>
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●G impo Ezen Self-Service Kiosk: 117, Hwanggeum-ro, Yangchon-eup,
Gimpo-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea (inside the Ezen-Hakwoon Industrial Complex)
●H anam I-Deco Self-Service Kiosk: 150, Jojeong-daero, Hanam-si,
Gyeonggi-do, Korea (inside the I-Deco Center)
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Pilot-operating eco-friendly electric trucks
To cooperate with the Seoul Metropolitan Government’s efforts to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and air pollution, we pilot-tested the operation of electric trucks. A 0.5-ton light weight
electric truck, GM Labo, was tested at the Seoul Gwangjin Post Office under Seoul Regional
Communications Office for the delivery of mail and the delivery & receipt of parcels. By increasing
the number of eco-friendly vehicles in the future, we will spare no efforts to protect the environment.

Strengthening the automation of postal processes
We have reduced the workload for mail carriers and improved the efficiency of sorting mail with
the lot-number-based addresses and the street-name-based addresses combined with: installing
the additional delivery sequence sorting machines (13 units to 10 offices), which operate based
on address recognition, at the delivery offices primarily operating under manual work; replacing
the outdated computer equipment for the sorting machines (12 units); and upgrading the address
recognition systems (5 units).
In preparation for the implementation of national basic districts (new zip codes) in August 2015, we
have completed the performance improvement for the parcel sorters (27 units in 26 Centers), the
scanners for large packet sorting machines (10 units in 8 Centers), KDT Encoding Units, IPS-PCs,
so that they will be able to read the new 5-digit zip codes.
We have installed the address recognition program to the packet sorting machines to respond
to the changes in the postal environment, so that the sorting machines will be able to sort the
packets not by the zip code, but by the recipient's address for the accurate sorting of packages into
appropriate different delivery (sorting success rate reached 97.4%).
Also, we initiated the installation of a high-performance parcel sorting machine (from that of
4,000 piece capacity to 15,000 piece) in Busan Mail Center. The high-performance parcel sorting
machine is scheduled to be installed and operated by the end of 2015, which will ensure the
smooth flow of parcels at Busan Mail Center, even when they exceed the usual volume.

<Eco-friendly Electric Truck>

<Simplified Registered Mail Binding System>

PostNet

(Postal Logistics System)
Receipt Information
Link Module
•D
 ownloads the receipt

information (registered mail
number, ZIP code, address) to
PostNet

Address Interpretation
Module
•C
 ompares the receipt

information and the scanned
registered mail number
•E
 xtracts the ZIP code or delivering
office code of corresponding
address

<Packet Sorting Machine>

<Delivery Sequency Sorting Machine>

<(Prototype) Korean-made Parcel
Sorting Machine>

We have implemented the Registered Mail Binding System that uses the registration number
attached to the mail and the information entered into the PostNet System to notice the name of a
mail's destination to the workers through voices and text messages on LED signage. The system has
helped Korea Post to save considerable amount of costs, as the scanners installed onto the manual
sorting tables as part of the System enabled the workers to simultaneously sort and bind the mail and
to reduce the number of work processes from 5 to 3 steps and the sorting and binding time by 25%.
We also improved the quality of in-the-fence movement and strengthened safety control by
replacing parts and conducting full maintenance for the old facilities that can become a risk when
care is neglected, such as the elevators and sending/receiving facilities at the mail centers and
post offices, and are continuing to improve the performance of postal machines and facilities that
may interrupt the flow of mail and parcels.
We strengthened our capacity to automatically process the mail-we explored the opportunity to
apply the Hangul-written address recognition technology not only for the mail sorting, but also
for the mail receiving, by implementing the semi-automatic parcel handling/binding system for
manual work and pilot-testing the automatic registered mail receipt system for the customer
desks (6 units at 4 offices) at the post offices with high registered mail volume.

Address DB Module
•D
 ownloads the delivering office

code and nationwide address
from PostNet
•R
 egisters and manages the
names of mail center, post office,
mail courier, etc. per address

•Next destination
vocally announced

Output Module
•S
 elective voice output or screen

display of names of mail center,
post office, mail courier, etc.

•Next destination
displayed on screen

<Composition of System>

<Semi-automatic Parcel Handling/
Binding System for Manual Work>
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Improving postal logistics service by integrating the Postal Information System
As the facility support system installed and operating in the mail centers nationwide became obsolete,
we started to replace the old equipment in 2014 and plan to complete the replacement by the first
half of 2015. This replacement project is aimed at re-establishing the postal information system by
relocating the servers at the mail centers to Korea Post Information Center and integrating them
into one standard system to streamline the system architecture. Such integration and streamlining is
expected to allow us to reduce the work processing time, rapidly troubleshoot any failures, efficiently
manage & operate the servers and subsequently provide a sound postal logistics service.
<Integrated Monitoring Dashboard for
Nationwide Mail Centers>

● Mail Center Integration

Before

After

Separately operated at each of the 30 mail centers

Integration and Standardization
Integration into
one location

Standardization of
DB and AP

Reorganization of
delivery sequence
sorting machine
System switch from
the 30 mail centers

<Detailed Monitoring for Each Mail Center>

With regards to the protection of personal information, we established and implemented the
measures to deter and prevent the leakage of personal information collected in the course of
providing the postal services with data that is stored in the postal information system. As part of
the measures, we reorganized the customer information requirements to minimize the collection
and storage of their personal information and separated the personal computers located at Korea
Post Information Center for the postal service purposes from the main system network. We also
improved the digital rights management system so that the customers’ personal information
can only be retrieved or printed from the appropriate terminals and improved the system so that
it will automatically delete the information submitted by the customer for a service from the
terminals after it is accepted. We have ensured the safety of the customers’personal information by
ensuring that our postal information system will be given a full consideration in terms of personal
information protection.
Major Functions

Encryption
of electronic
documents
Access control
to the encrypted
document
Security measures
applied to the files
transferred to outside
the system

Print-marking
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Distribution of Document After Encryption

The contents of illegally
distributed documents
cannot be viewed.

Internal
Distribution

Control over the access and
use of documents by the
user authority.
Access by the external
recipient of secured file also
controlled.
Tracing of outflow of
printouts by logging the print
jobs.

Authorized User

Ordinary User

Internal User
Distribution
to Outside

Authorized User

Unauthorized User

Creation of Secured File for Transfer to the Outside
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Improving delivery-related policies
We continued to improve our delivery-related policies in 2014 to reduce the workloads for our
employees and improve the public service by improving the policies appropriately to the changing
business environment. We reduced the disbursement hours for stored mail to improve the
employees’ welfare and revised the address transfer report and added a pop-up notice window
for the employees using the Ministry of Government Administration and Home Affairs (MOGAHA)
Address Transfer Reporting System to prevent people from indiscriminately making address
transfer reports. As the Enforcement Decree of the Building Act is revised to mandate the
installation of mail boxes as a part of ‘building equipment’, we hope that the building owners
will install the mail boxes as prescribed by the Enforcement Decree. We also made a full-scale
upgrade of the PDA, one of the major equipment for mail carriers, to provide greater convenience
to both the mail carriers and the customers.

Achievements

<Mail Storage Box>

Description

Stored mail
disbursement hours

ㆍReduced the disbursement hours to reassign the facility security guards and
improve the employee welfare.

Improved the address transfer
report handling process

ㆍRevised the address transfer reporting process to prevent indiscriminate reporting and newly
added a pop-up notice window for the MOGAHA Address Transfer Reporting System users.
ㆍAsks for the contact information of applicant to prevent repeated application and to
enable the follow-up actions.
ㆍImproved the PostNet system for a more accurate check of repeated application.

Improved the unreturnable
(or undeliverable) mail
handling process

ㆍImproved the procedure to allow the applicable post office to store the unreturnable
(or unnecessary to do so) mail.
ㆍChanged the location for storage of undeliverable mail certificates or complaint-returned
mail from the office of origin to the office of delivery.

Improved the delivery result
ㆍImproved the system so that the mail carriers can check the quantity of electronic
posting method for the electronic
passports subject to delivery.
passport delivery service
Prepared a foundation for
mandatory installation of
mail boxes

ㆍContributed to the revision of Enforcement Decree of the Building Act to mandate the
installation of mail boxes as a part of ‘building equipment’ (Enacted on November 15,
2014)

Improved the delivery result
posting screen of the mail
carriers’ PDAs

ㆍAdded a pop-up window requesting for the re-confirmation when posting the delivery
result as ‘unreturnable (or unnecessary to do so)’.

● S pecifications for Surface Markings
on Mail Storage Box
Items

Also, we established the specification for mail storage box and surface markings thereon to
enhance the image of post office and prevent loss of or damage to the mail and promoted
the improvement of mail delivery service through distribution of mailboxes to the socially
neglected groups, such as the low-income households.

Dimensions Location

(W x H, centimeters)

Name

10×60

Upper center

Korea Post CI

20×30

Middle right

Name

20×30

Above the CI

Information

20×30

Bottom left

Manager
and Contact
Detail

7×15

Upper right

● Specifications for Mail Storage Box
Type

Dimensions

Material

Mail and Mail Storage Box

850W×950D×1,500H

Metal

Mid-size Storage Box

1,200W×950D×1,500H

Metal

Large Storage Box

1,150W×950D×2,000H

Metal

Container-type Storage Box

3,000W×2,000D×2,600H

Metal

Registration
No.

Post Office
Name

10
(diameter)

Upper left &
center of leftside wall

10×60

Center of
right-side wall
(horizontally written)

20×30

Bottom Left
(below the CI)

※The dimensions may vary depending on circumstances.
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Improving parcel delivery business
To answer to the customers’ needs, we introduced the Long Message Service (LMS) that sends the
delivery details, such as the name of sender, description of parcel and address, before the dispatch
of the parcel, and the event promtion messages.

“ LMS(Long Message Service)”
Text message notice when a mail/parcel is received
Can also send marketing messages

● Work Flow
Client

Korea Post Outlet

Submission of mail/parcel
DB Transfer

Info. Center

Transmission request after
DB filtering

Transfer to the
messaging company
after the DB check

Messaging Company

LMS sending

Korea Post Outlet
Follow-up call
(address update, etc.)
and mail/parcel dispatch

● Example of LMS message
(○○Post Office) The [merchandise name] you ordered to [merchant name] was sent to
[address] at [dispatch time & date].
(Registered [mail/parcel] no.: [number]) Call [info. tel. no.] for more info.
(Additional Message) [merchant name] offers 30% discount on all its merchandises for
the Parents’ Day, from [date] to [date]!

International mail transshipment service
The volume of international parcel delivery has rapidly increased, due to the growth of e-commerce,
and saving logistics costs has emerged as one of the major issues to the global e-commerce
companies. We introduced the international mail transshipment service to improve the profitability
of postal service and to vitalize the private economy. The international mail transshipment service
is a new type of service that combines mail and cargo forwarding services, which satisfies the
e-commerce companies' demand for international express parcel delivery by inviting them to use
the international post services of Korea Post to send their products to the final destination.
<MOU Signing Ceremony for International
Mail Transshipment Service>

We executed an MOU with Korea Customs Service to provide the international mail transshipment
service and conducted the pilot service for 6 months. This new service was officially launched in
January 2015, and is expected to provide business expansion opportunity to the Korean forwarders
and help Korea become the international logistics hub in Asia.
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Easier international mailing
We made a variety of efforts to make international mailing more convenient. We added Chinese,
Japanese and Russian language versions to our internet contract customer system which used
to provide only Korean and English versions, and provided the address label for the international
registered mail and insurance mail, so that the customers will no longer be required to write the
addresses directly on the envelopes. We also introduced the offline e-shipping acceptance service,
so that the dispatch information entered through the ePost website will be appropriately printed
on the address label at the offline desks at the post offices, so that the customers will not have to
enter again the same information.

Redesigning the electronic mail receipt
The volume of electronic mail has been growing, owing to the public confidence in Korea Post and
strong information protection measures. To better serve the growing number of customers, we
redesigned our electronic mail receipt to provide a more detailed information on the mailing and
the production fees thereby, reducing the workload of its staff-in-charge and enhancing the quality
of customer service.
Before

After
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Increasing the special and general additional service fees
While the consumer prices increased by 33.0% during the 2002 to 2013 period, the additional
service fees related to registered mail service remained unchanged since the last adjustment
on February 15, 2002. To bring the financial performance of Korea Post in line with the market
condition, we adjusted the fees for additional services of which cost recovery ratio fell below 100%.
(in Korean won)

Services

Fees
Before

After Adjustment

Increase

Contents Certified

1,000

1,300

300

Delivery Certified

1,000

1,300

300

Special Delivery

1,000

1,300

300

Next-day Express

90

300

210

Note
per 1 sheet of
certificate

Reducing the courier service workweek
To promote the welfare of mail carriers by establishing the 5 day workweek system, we officially
announced on July 12th, 2014 that our courier service will not be offered on Saturdays. However,
the Korea Post courier service continued to deliver the items that could be decomposed or
spoiled until the end of July to raise the public awareness, and the reduced workweek was fully
implemented from August.
Before implementing this change, we hosted 10 labor-management consultation sessions to make
sure the two sides fully understood each other with regard to the changes and distributed the
revised work manuals to each and every post office to avoid any confusion.
We anticipate that the implemented change will bring greater joy to the lives of mail carriers who
themselves bring joyful news to the public.

Discontinuing the next-day morning express service for domestic letter mail
We discontinued the next-day morning express service for domestic letter mail as of February 1,
2014, due to the high cost requirement of dedicated delivery personnel. We made such a decision,
<Customer Reading a Notice of Discontinuance
of Saturday Service>

because the cost of personnel for the operation of next-day morning express service continued to
increase while the revenue therefrom decreased, and the next-day morning express service could
be easily replaced by the existing similar services(the same-day express and next-day express).

Post Office Call Center certified for 5-straight-year by
Korea Standard Service
Korea Post's Post Office Call Center earned the Korean Standard certification for the fifth
consecutive year by the Korean Standards Association, after a comprehensive assessment
on such categories as service operation system, facilities & equipment conditions, and safety
management.
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Savings Service
Korea Post provides reliable deposit services available
for convenient use by customers at any time and any place.

Revamping and streamlining savings product line-up
We launched a new comprehensive savings product called the Post Office Dreams Account that
encompasses the key benefits of the three existing products, Junior Preferential Savings, 2040+α
Savings and Youth Pension Account. Another product that we brought to market in 2014, the
Post Office Happiness and Hope Savings, offers the major benefits of the two existing products,
Neighborly Love Free Installment Savings and New Spring Free Installment Savings.
We discontinued the sale of Junior Preferential Free Installment Savings and Happiness and Hope
Installment Savings because the total deposits received surpassed the set limit and the alliance
service with KT concluded.
2013 (30 products)
Demand Deposits
Time Deposits
Installment Savings

2014 (26 products)
14
9
7

Demand Deposits
Time Deposits
Installment Savings

4
consolidated

12
9
4

Adding new products to serve a broader customer base
We introduced new savings products to serve low income earners and the underprivileged, which is
our responsibility as a government-run organization and to create synergistic effects across postal,
savings, insurance services and other financial instruments.
● Post Office Subcontractor Keeper Account launched in February 2014
Classification
Eligible
Subscribers

Description
•Corporations and individuals holding a business registration certificate
•Organizations granted identification numbers or tax payment numbers

Features

•An exclusive product that government project subcontractors can use to make sure they get paid
on time through the government-led subcontract management system

Benefits

•Free external funds transfers

● Post Office Dreams Account launched in July 2014
Classification

Eligible
Subscribers

Description
Junior package

Office workers package

Individuals 19 and
below, under their
real name

Individuals, individual
business owners,
corporations and
organizations

Silver package

Basic package

Individuals
under their real
name

Individuals, individual
business owners,
corporations and
organizations

Features

•A flagship demand deposit product comprising four packages tailored to the needs of different
customer groups using postal deposits, insurance products, or postal services
(deposits bundled with the check card to enhance synergy across business segments)

Benefits

•Preferential interest rates tiered by package type ranging between 0.4%p~12.0%p
Reward points earned from using savings and insurance services and stored on the check card
Banking service fees waived when certain conditions are met
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We introduced the Post Office Dreams Account·Check Card which combines the benefits of
demand deposits and a check card on July 16, 2014.
Customers who hold this check card can earn up to 17,000 reward points per month and up to
204,000 points per year depending on the amount they spend with the account including direct
debit or the associated check card in making payments for utility bills, insurance premiums, Post
Office Altteul Phones and postal services.
● Details of Point Accumulation of Dreams Account·Check Card
Classification

Maximum monthly points earned

Deposit

•The amount of direct debits made for bill payment or installment savings
•The amount of spending with the Post Office Dreams Check Card

2,000
3,000

5,000

Insurance

•The amount of direct debits made for postal insurance premium payment
•The amount of postal pension benefits received by the account

2,000
3,000

5,000

Post

•The amount of spending with the Dreams Check Card for postal services
•The amount of direct debits made for Post Office budget phone bill
payment using the Dreams Check Card

5,000
2,000

7,000

Dreams
Account

Dreams
Check
Card

Accumulation basis

● Post Office Happiness and Hope Installment Savings launched in September 2014
Classification

Description

Eligible
Subscribers

(Hope Package) The underprivileged including basic livelihood benefit recipients, multi-cultural
households, single-parent households, people with disabilities, earned income tax
credit recipients and workers earning less than 15 million KRW per annum
(Happiness Package) Compassionate people including blood donors, adoptive parents, organ donors
and families with more than two children, and rural village residents

Features

Conditions

•A package-type installment savings product that serves the public causes of promoting the
financial stability of low-income families and building a happy life for Korea citizens
•Two packages with different interest rate benefits
- Hope package: base rate +5.0%p
- Happiness package: base rate +0.3%p
•Maturity: 6~36 months(by month)
•Deposit limit: An minimum initial deposit requirement of 10,000 KRW. The customer can deposit
any amount at discretion below a monthly deposit cap of 300,000 KRW

In September 2014, we launched the Post Office Happiness and Hope Installment Savings that
bears interests up to 7.9% per annum with a three year maturity to help low income earners build
nest egg savings. This deposit product offers two different packages, the Hope Package tailored
to the needs of the underprivileged and the Happiness Package available for those who have
demonstrated their compassion for others.
The Hope Package offers a premium interest rate of 5.0% on top of the base rates determined by
the deposit duration and is specifically designed for basic livelihood benefit recipients, child and
adolescent headed households, multi-cultural families and other eligible citizens. The Happiness
Package is available for blood donors, adoptive parents, organ or bone marrow donors, and offers
an additional interest rate of 0.3% on top of the base rates.
Both the Hope Package and the Happiness Package offer maturities ranging from six months to
three years. One person can open one account per package and deposit up to 300,000 KRW each
month per account.
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As of March 3, 2014, we added more benefits to the Smart Check Card, which targets young people
in their 20s and 30s (the 2030 generation) in order to achieve sustainable growth by serving a
broader customer.
● Changes in Smart Check Card Benefits
- Added benefits for restaurant and beauty shop users
Benefits

Benefits

10% cash back at Jaws Rice Cake/
Lotteria/McDonald's/Burger King

5% cash back at THEFACESHOP
/MISSHA/innisfree

Restaurants

Beauty
shops

Conditions
Maximum discounts of up to 5,000 KRW
and three times per month
Discount applies to one-time maximum
spending of up to 20,000 KRW

Conditions
Maximum discounts of up to 5,000 KRW
and two times per month

* An aggregate monthly cap for general services applies and the previous month's spending must be over a minimum of 200,000 KRW
* Spending at leased stores located in discount stores, department stores, and shopping malls, and payments through giftcon, mobile or the internet
payments are excluded

In addition, we launched the Post Office Sharing Check Card on December 29, 2014 in an aim to
foster a culture of sharing and donation as a part of efforts to strengthen our role as a governmentrun financial institution.
● Post Office Sharing Check Card in December 2014
Classif
ication

Benefits

General

0.4% cash back
on spending

30% cashback
Sharing
on spending

Participating Merchants

Conditions

Remarks

All affiliated merchants

No minimum spending
requirement during the
previous month and no
monthly cap

Tax and bill payments, college
tuition payments and gift certificate
purchases/recharges (including gift
cards or prepaid cards) are excluded

Online donations at the
Salvation Army website*
Offline donations at the
Digital Salvation Army
Donation Stands**

Minimum previous
month spending
requirement of 100,000
KRW and a monthly
cap of 10,000 KRW

Duplicate applications for 0.4%
cashback from the general category
are not permitted

* Repeated or one-time donations made with a Post Sharing Check Card at the Salvation Army website
** Donations made at the offline Digital Salvation Army Donation Stands by swiping a Post Sharing Check Card (excluding touch payment using RF)
- Payment can be made only in units of 2,000, 5,000, 10,000 and 20,000 KRW (As of December 2014)

Introducing a deposit product to support small and medium businesses
Classification
Eligible
Subscribers

Description
•Corporations and individuals holding a business registration certificate
•Organizations granted identification numbers or tax payment numbers

Features

•An exclusive product that government project subcontractors can use to make sure they get paid on
time through the government-led subcontract management system

Benefits

•Free external funds transfers
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On-line Fund Account
We entered into a partnership agreement with Fund Online Korea, frequently called the Fund
Supermarket, Korea's first dedicated fund sales channel. On April 24, 2014 we began to offer the
Online Fund Account linked to the services of the Fund Supermarket at 2,800 post offices across
the nation.

Services
Fund account opening, deposit and withdraw
and funds transfer

Fund Supermarket
Publicly placed funds are sold with sales
commissions as low as a third (an average
of 0.328%) of those charged offline. Sales
commissions are deferred until the time of
redemption.

<Fund supermarket guidance leaflet>

Total deposits received for products targeting low income earners
Classification
Demand
(2 products)
Time (1 product)
Installment
(4 products)
Total
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Description
Happiness Keeper Account,
Ease of Mind National Pension Account
Neighborly Love Time Deposit
Neighborly Love Free Installment Savings,
Post Office Nest-egg Savings, New Spring
Free Installment Savings, Happiness and
Hope Installment Savings
7 products

Sales performance
(A cumulative sum of 4,892.7 billion KRW)
Deposits: 4,892.7 billion KRW
Subsidies: 9.3 billion KRW

•Business Overview
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Renewing the Postal Savings & Insurance website
We renewed our Postal Savings and Insurance website and mobile website to mark the new year
of 2014. The upgraded websites include new customer-oriented contents and services; userfriendly functionalities such as integrated search engine, product information search and product
comparisons; and increased security features such as ARS 2 channel authentication, counterfeit
and falsification prevention.
In the second half of 2014, multi-browser services were introduced to allow customers to use our
banking services regardless of the browser of their choice (Internet Explorer, Chrome, Safari, etc.).

Enhancing security to ensure the safety of electronic banking
We have taken several measures to ensure greater safety and security for our postal financial
services. We have strengthened authentication process for funds transfers through the internet and
smart banking, in addition to increasing security for electronic banking customers who have been
inactive for a long time. The number of online banking services that are subject to an additional
authentication layer increased and a more stringent password policy for public key certificates
was put in place to prevent potential fraud attempts so that our customers can use our electronic
banking services with peace of mind.

Combating financial fraud involving illegitimate bank accounts
The number of illegitimate bank accounts detected across all financial institutions was 55,315
in 2014, up 163.1% from the previous year. This hike was attributable to reasons such as the
emergence of new, more sophisticated fraud techniques and the retroactive enforcement of loan
fraud remedies that became effective as of July 29, 2014. The number of fraudulent bank accounts
for Korea Post rose by 278.8% from a year earlier. However, we have drastically cut the number and
share of new illegitimate accounts in the last quarter of 2014 by further pursuing vigorous efforts
such as delaying card issuance in suspected cases, raising our credibility as a reliable governmentrun banking service provider.

Korea Post' share of illegitimate accounts : 20.9% (2014. 3Q)

8.0% (2014. 4Q, 12.9%p↓)
● Number of New Illegitimate Accounts

(in Cases)

● Share of Illegitimate Accounts by Bank

(in %)

70 15,000 -

10,000 -

1,260

1,304

60 -

1,026

0
2014. 1Q

2014. 2Q

2014. 3Q

2014. 4Q

Nonghyup
Post Office

40 -

KFCC

20 -

132

63.2

50 -

30 500 -

61.6

Commercial banks

21.4

11.9
10 - 4.24
0.8
0
2014. 1Q

21.8

20.0

Others
14.6
10.6

8.4

2014. 2Q

2014. 3Q

3.7
2014. 4Q
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Expanding IT infrastructure for better customer service
In July 2014, we opened 76 new 365 Corners (CD/ATM vestibules) to provide customers with greater
access to CDs/ATMs. In May, we launched an upgraded internet banking system with enhanced
accessibility for the visually impaired. In November, a multi-browser system was introduced to
support various web browsers (Internet Explorer, Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Opera, etc.) to make our
website more accessible and easier to use.

Expanding partnerships with private financial institutions
Staring from February 2014, the Goun Mom Card can be issued at Shinhan Card as well as
Kookmin Card, the existing issuer. We also launched the Hana SK Check Card in June 2014 in
order to support the governmental effort to promote the use of check cards.
These expanded partnerships made Korea Post's banking service more accessible to customers,
reduced tellers' workloads and raised efficiency.

More convenient banking and beneficial services
We have raised customer satisfaction and efficiency by improving our business processes
and systems, which will help better protect personal information and make postal banking
services more convenient. Security improvements were made for resident identification number
authentication, withdrawal requests by non-passbook carrying customers, transaction history
inquiries, the automatic terminations of deposit accounts at maturity, and large volume funds
transfers. We have also launched a dormant account campaign to find the holders of dormant
accounts that have not made transactions in over seven years.
We have run education programs and taken necessary measures to stay compliant in accordance
with the recent changes in the regulatory environment involving the Personal Information
Protection Act, FATCA (Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act), and the Real Name Financial
Transaction and Guarantee of Security Act, including financial inquiries regarding an heir's
account by the legal guardians for incapacitated adults, and legally based collections of resident
identification numbers.
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Insurance Service
Korea Post Insurance always stays one step ahead in responding to rapid changes in
financial markets and understanding customers’ needs.

Customized insurance products to meet customer demand
We streamlined and consolidated insurance products for which sales were slow or benefits
were duplicate. Child Healthcare Insurance, Dental Insurance and Hi Low Term Insurance were
removed, and Dream Tree Savings and Dream Tree Protection Insurance were consolidated.
Simultaneously, we launched new customized products reflecting changes in business
environment and customer needs. This helped our customers better understand our insurance
products, enhancing our product competitiveness.
In particular, we launched the Non-par 100-age Comprehensive Protection Insurance that provides
a comprehensive coverage for death, hospitalization, operations, diagnosis and dental treatment.
This product comes with seven riders and is designed to meet the medical challenges of the aging
population.
We also introduced the Post Office Funeral Insurance, a low-premium funeral insurance product
that does not require underwriting and the Post Office Cancer Insurance that reflects the rising
cancer survival rate and covers the second cancer diagnosis as well as a patient's first cancer
diagnosis, both of which were well received among financial consumers.
We have enhanced our role as a government-run insurance service provider by introducing a social
benefit insurance named the Happiness of Sharing Insurance, which is offered to basic livelihood
benefits recipients who have had limited access to insurance benefits due to marginalization and
pays two million won in death benefits.

<100-age Comprehensive Protection
Insurance (Non-par)>

● Details of Non-par 100-age Comprehensive Protection Insurance

Objectives
•Meet societal changes including the extended life expectancy
•Offer a wide variety of benefits with one policy

Features
•Enhanced protection tailored to the needs of the elderly expecting a longer life
• Protection for death, diagnosis, hospitalization and operation with added benefits

<Happiness of Sharing Insurance
(Non-par)>

Customized Design (Protection till the age of 100)

•Selective needs-based benefits
•Benefits tailored to a person's life cycle

Personal injury
treatment

Cancer
diagnosis

Dental
treatment

Personal injury
protection

Serious illness
diagnosis

Hospitalization
and operations

rider

Enhanced Benefits (Heightened product competitiveness)
Additional protection for top 10 diseases for the elderly

Enhanced dental treatment protection

Hypertension, diabetes, glaucoma,
arthritis, osteoporosis, pneumonia, asthma,
gallstone, thyroid disorder

Prosthetics (dentures, implants, bridges)
Conservation (filling, crown)

<Post Office Cancer Insurance>
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Improving the capabilities of financial consultants
We implemented various initiatives to reinforce the capabilities of our financial consultants in
2014, which included raising the share of total insurance sales conducted by financial consultants,
nurturing high-performers, improving policy retention till the 13th premium payment, and raising
the retention rate and income for financial consultants. We have also held a series of recruiting
seminars, run programs tailored to high performers and the members of MDRT*, and established
a golden rule on sales activities.
<Postal Insurance MDRT Members Day>

These initiatives led to an increase in the share of total insurance sales represented by financial
consultants from 49.4% in 2012 to 75.8% in 2014.
* MDRT, an acronym for Million Dollar Round Table, refers to a group of highly paid insurance sales agents from the
life insurance field

● % Sales made by
Financial Consultants

49.4%
75.8%

2012
2014

Expanding the TCM channel and laying the foundation for adding new channels
In order to secure a stable profit generation base and improve customer accessibility, we added
TCM (Tele-Cyber Marketing) on December 1, 2010 to our existing sales channels on the post office
network and financial consultants. In 2014, TCM recorded 1,409 million KRW in initial premium
payments received from the sales of five existing products - Major Disease Major Protection
Insurance, Seat Belt Insurance, Lifelong Guaranteed Cancer Insurance, Dental Insurance and Care
Insurance, and two new products - Funeral Insurance and Cancer Insurance.

<TCM Center>

● T he average monthly premiums
received per financial consultant

<TCM Marketer of the Year Award>

(in thousands of Korean won)

Raising the quality and effectiveness of performance enhancement training

2,235

We ran performance enhancement training programs with training contents tailored to the needs
of the sales force. In 2014, a total of 30 performance enhancement programs were newly created

1,458

and executed. As a result, the average monthly initial premiums received per financial consultant
increased to 2.235 million KRW from 1.458 million KRW, up 153.2%.

Before training
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Increasing expertise in underwriting and claim assessment
● Shorter underwriting lead time

We have expanded the application of specialized underwriting and automated underwriting in

(in days)

addition to introducing a help-desk dedicated to underwriting. These efforts have helped us

2.2

increase expertise in underwriting, shortened underwriting lead time, raised efficiency and
enhanced our financial prudence by better managing high-risk policies. We have also established

1.8

a paperless, smart insurance sales system that enables sales associates to use a tablet PC to
manage their entire work process from designing an insurance policy to getting the policy signed
electronically by the policy holder.

Before

The adoption of a claim assessment system for insurance premium increased the level of

After

automation in claim assessment, cutting lead time from 2.2 to 1.8 days. The expanded application
of fixed-benefit insurance products that are subject to a simplified assessment procedure

● S implified assessment for fixed
benefit products
(in products)

increased from 16 to 60 and the standardization of claim assessment rules - 9 rules for fixed-benefit
cases and 5 rules for medical assessment cases - helped us better prepare for the growing volume

60

of claim cases.

Postal Insurance Claim Assessment System

16

Key Features

Before

After

•Automated documentation - recognition of texts from claim documents
•Automated assessment - automated assessment for small amount claims and centralized assessment*
* Post Savings and Insurance Development Institute acting as the central point for processing all claim assessments
transferred from regional offices

•Electronic manual - electronic work manual for claim assessments
•Mobile investigation - mobile investigation system used to raise efficiency in field investigations

Improved efficiency and customer service

Incoming calls

Incoming calls

Inquiring about the underwriting team's phone number(+82-42-865-9400)

Ⓐ

Specialized underwriting
representatives

Ⓑ

Specialized underwriting
representatives

Ⓒ

Specialized underwriting
representatives

Ⓓ

Specialized underwriting
representatives

Log-in

Public Key
Certificate Center

Security
Initialization

When the designated representative's line is busy or not responding, the call is automatically routed to the next representative.

<Specialized Underwriting Help Desk>

<Smart Insurance Sales System>
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Easing customer inconvenience
We enhanced customer convenience by streamlining our claims process. We removed the process
of checking the survival of the rightful beneficiary of pension benefits during the guaranteed
payment period, and widened benefit payment options including direct debit for health promotion
funds and other survival benefits. Customers can now fill out an electronic form instead of a paper
form to request modifications to their insurance policy, which curtailed processing time. New
forms such as the Insurance Policy Cancellation Certificate and the Medical Expense Certificate
for Actual Loss Insurance were created to better serve our customers.
‘A peremptory notice of payment and an announcement of an expected loss of rights’- Unclaimed
policies can now be processed directly at receiving office, reducing the processing lead time by
more than three days. The rate of return for notification mail-registered mail-declined over four
times thanks to the reminder mail sent using SMS and other efforts made to keep customer
information up to date.

10.9%

4.3 times

2013

46.7%

2014

The partial redemption of interests on refund loans, a service that used to be available only at post
offices, is now offered through various channels including our website, smart phone banking and
call center. Customers including those who have not signed an electronic banking service with
Korea Post can apply for a refund loan or replay the loan through the call center.

Improving policy booklet distribution
We have substantially enhanced our policy booklet distribution practice, cutting costs and raising
efficiency. By introducing electronic policy booklets that are stored on CDs or distributed through
our mobile website and smart banking application, we were able to save 2.2 billion KRW in
production and labor costs.

Improved
rate of
completed
sales
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The number of incomplete
(non-delivery of policy
documents) sales fell, improving
the rate of completed sales.

•Business Overview
Insurance Service

Unclaimed death benefit campaign
We waged a campaign to locate the missing beneficiaries or legal heirs entitled to unclaimed death
benefits. We located thousands of missing beneficiaries or heirs by cross-referencing the Ministry
of Government Administration and Home Affairs' resident registration records of deaths within the
preceding decade with our policy records for unclaimed death benefits as of the end of April 2014.
Through active notification and engagement, we were able to return a total of 4,993 million KRW to
1,291 persons.
●R
 esults of the unclaimed death
benefit campaign
18,000 -

16,951

● An announcement letter used in
the campaign
■Planned
■Actual

16,000 14,000 12,000 10,000 8,000 -

6,977

6,000 -

4,993

4,000 -

1,291

2,000 0

Beneficiaries (persons)

Benefits (million KRW)

Dormant claims campaign
We also conducted a campaign to locate the missing beneficiaries for dormant claims-benefits
unclaimed for over two years after the insurance policy expired or after the reasons for the
benefit claims arose. We searched for the lost beneficiaries using the Ministry of Government
Administration and Home Affairs' resident registration records and took proactive measures to
establish contact with the located beneficiaries by sending out announcement letters and posting
announcements on our website. As a result, 24.9 billion KRW was returned to the rightful owners
of 62,000 policies.
We donate dormant claims aged more than three years to the Smile Microcredit Bank (formerly
the Dormant Deposit Management Foundation), a foundation that uses donated funds for social
benefits or welfare programs such as supporting low income households that want to start
businesses or are seeking employment, and providing micro-financing services. When a claim is
raised by a rightful claimant to the benefits that have been donated to the Smile Microcredit Bank,
we pay the benefits.
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03
Major Achievements

We make a
constant effort for the people to
improve their welfare and
quality of life.
Whenever you need us,
we at Korea Post will be there for you.
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Performance-based Management System
Endless endeavors for change and innovation are the foundation for the outstanding
accomplishments of Korea Post, which have continued for 130 years since its inception.

Performance evaluation of Korea Post
We operate a performance evaluation system in line with the Act on Special Cases Concerning the
Management of Postal Service under which yearly performance of Korea Post is evaluated against
set business goals and the president's performance regarding the fulfillment of his employment
contract is also evaluated. We announce and publish the overall results each year.
The performance report is drafted and submitted to the evaluation panel appointed by the Minister
of Science, ICT and Future Planning, which assesses Korea Post's yearly performance based on
the submitted report and interviews with the president and working-level employees and makes
recommendations for the future progress of Korea Post.

Performance evaluation of sub-organizations
We began conducting a performance evaluation of postal organizations under our supervision
in 1997 to encourage healthy competition and provide performance-based compensation. The
evaluation contributed to the improvement of postal service performance, operational efficiency
and the establishment of responsible management practices in field offices.
We revised our evaluation method and performance measures in 2014 to link them directly to profit
generation and cost reduction performance in consideration of the postal service environment.
We use the results of this performance evaluation to assess relevant business groups instead of
conducting a separate annual evaluation of them so that the business groups can focus on their
core business.
We have also introduced financial indicators to better manage the impact of declining postal
service volume on the financial performance. We trace the profitability for each business unit,
Postal Service, Savings Service and Insurance Service to tighten profit management and drive
stable growth.

Information technology investment in 2014
In 2006, we began hosting IT vendor briefings to ensure equal opportunities and transparency in
the selection process as well as improve output quality for our IT projects.
In 2014, IT project briefing sessions brought together 350 people from 162 vendors where
the participants were briefed about the details of 35 projects worth 147.3 billion won for the
four major business units of Management and Planning, Postal Service, Savings Service and
Insurance Service.
We faced a challenge in digitalizing our business due to the relocation of the Korea Post
Information Center to Naju and the governmental policy restricting large corporations'
participation in the public sector IT projects bidding, which resulted in greater participation by
small and medium IT vendors. However, we overcame the challenge and successfully completed
the projects by allowing for sufficient time and defining business requirements with great detail
and accuracy.
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Performance-based
Management System
Organization and HR
Management

Organization and HR Management
We strove to realize efficiency and rationality in our organizational functions in order to
improve the competitiveness of the postal service.

Efficient management of postal delivery staff
Korea Post strives to enhance operational efficiency in managing postal delivery staff by tackling
short-term issues at hand, while handling mid-and long-term measures in a parallel manner. We
have upgraded the Delivery Workload Management System that had been installed to standardize
delivery service and built the Delivery Zone Adjustment System to cope with the new zip code system.
Faced with changes in the business environment such as the declining volume of letter mail and the
rising volume of postal parcels, we re-deployed 150 mail carriers-the original target was 100-across
hub post offices in order to improve delivery staff utilization and upgraded delivery equipment.

Workload
calculation by
delivery zone

Workload
calculation by
regional office
Inquiries
about delivery
workload
calculation
Regional offices,
results
hub post offices, post offices

Standard delivery model workload calculation engine
(Delivery workload calculation logic)

Mail volume and
information input

⇔

⇔

⇔

DB of
standard time

⇔

Data Organizer

⇔
Delivery offices

Workload
calculation by
delivery office

Delivery Workload Management System

Postal DW Post Net Delivery DB

Mail carriers

Workload
calculation by
mail carrier

DB of delivery
stops by d
elivery zone

DB of mail
carriers

DB of
equipment
operation logs

DB of delivery
volume

Mail carriers

DB, DB of input data for workload calculation

Creating a sound labor-management partnership
We have built a sound labor-management partnership pursuing co-prosperity based on
communication and collaboration. We have signed collective bargaining and labor-management
agreements, in addition to holding 12 labor-management workshops in 2014 where we shared
and discussed current business issues and policies to reach a consensus and encourage proactive
participation in the implementation of innovation initiatives. Labor and management also made
concerted efforts to fulfill our corporate responsibility as a state-run organization by actively
engaging in community outreach programs.
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Preventing safety incidents for mail carriers
● Customized safety training

We place top priority on the safety of our mail carriers, making every effort to prevent safety
incidents. We have formulated the 2014 Mail Carriers Safety Incident Prevention Plans and set an
ambitious goal to achieve zero safety accidental deaths. We have strived to achieve this goal by
putting in place necessary measures such as expanding delivery fleet and safety equipment, and
raising safety awareness among mail carriers.
In addition, we have made multi-faceted efforts to help out mail carriers be more aware of potential
safety risks and prevent safety incidents in the course of executing the comprehensive safety action
plans we have developed. We have run practical training programs as well as awareness programs,

An outdoor training center

where new mail carriers were able to acquire necessary safety-related skills, and existing mail
carriers were able to expand their safety-related knowledge and skills to include among other
things the ability to operate a three-wheeled motor cycle.
Despite our many efforts, we had 315 accidents in 2014 as mail carriers, due to the nature of their
work, are vulnerable to a variety of safety incidents. Motorcycle-related accidents accounted for
268 cases, or 85.1% of the total. To reduce the number of accidents, particularly those involving
motorcycles, we will continue to take comprehensive, preventive measures.

● T he functional enhancements of
the cargo box mounted on the
electric three-wheeled motorcycle

● Safety Awareness Programs

Before

Resolution conference
promoting 'Zero Accidents'

Working-level council meetings Country-wide health and safety Recognition of the
on accident prevention
seminars for mail carriers
best 'Zero Accidents'
organized by Headquarters
post office (Busan
Saha Post Office)

Improving workplace health and safety
A separate cover was used for the cargo box
and the motorcycle had no front cover.

To improve the workplace health and safety of our employees, we have expanded the coverage of
health and safety support systems to hub post offices as of July 1 of 2014 and reinforced overall
health and safety measures. We have made high-level managers assume greater responsibility

After

for health and safety actions and contracted out part of our health and safety-related activities to
expert organizations. In addition, health and safety committees were established at the post office
level.
Support systems in place to ensure workplace health and safety

The new cargo box comes with a cover and a
front cover has been added to the motorcycle
to protect the knees of the drivers.
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●Health and Safety Managers appointed : heads of 122 post offices and
mail centers employing over 100 persons
●Health Managers/Safety Managers appointed or contracted out : 179 post offices and
mail centers employing over 50 persons
●Supervisors (sales managers and logistics managers) designated : 179 post offices and
mail centers employing over 50 persons
●Health and Safety Committees : 122 post offices and mail centers employing over 100 persons

•Major Achievements
Organization and HR
Management
Improved Employee
Satisfaction

Improved Employee Satisfaction
All of our employees at Korea Post vow to unite in
providing the public with the finest services.

Honoring the employees who died on duty and supporting bereaved families
To honor the employees who died in the line of duty, we have erected memorial monuments for the
deceased and we have hosted a memorial event every year since 2006. We have also supported
the bereaved families of the deceased by providing consolation funds and scholarships as well as
assistance for job-seeking activities in order to make our employees and their families feel proud
of being a part of Korea Post.

● Support for bereaved families in 2014

(in persons, Korean won)

Classification

Consolation
funds

Middle/high
school student
scholarships

College
entrance
scholarships

Employment
support

Funerals
organized by
Head Officers

Total

Beneficiaries

19

32

11

-

3

65

Support Amount

140,000,000

26,500,000

22,000,000

-

17,900,000

206,400,000

Provision of Funeral supplies
In order to inspire a sense of pride and loyalty in the company and to build solidarity among the
entire workforce, Korea Post provides funeral supplies marked with the company logo in case of
the death of an employee or an employee’s spouse.
● Details of Distributed Funeral Supplies in 2014
Region
No. of offices

(in number of post offices, persons and sets)

Seoul Gyeongin Busan Chungcheong Jeonnam Gyeongbuk Jeonbuk Gangwon
25

47

44

36

28

35

17

20

No. of employees 8,774 10,647 8,069 5,806 4,787 5,874 2,804 2,403
No. of sets 181

255

121

149

115

147

71

80

Jeju Training Center Center Procurement Head quarters Total
4

1

1

1

585

114

327

85

9

8

10

0

1

260

323 50,598
4

1,150

※Funeral supplies distributed in 2014: 1,150 sets (A set consists of disposable cups and plates that can serve 350 persons)

Mail Carrier Happy Day
The last Thursday of every month has historically been a day with the lowest delivery workload for
mail carriers and as such has been designated 'Mail Carrier Happy Day' when mail carriers leave
for home early or on time to spend quality time with their family. We make a public announcement
on 'Happy Days' at staff meetings or through internal broadcasting to encourage mail carriers to
go home early. We additionally help mail carriers spend quality time with their family by offering
information on family programs or activities and other forms of support.
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Automated External Defibrillators
As our primary customers are the elderly, and our employees vary in age, the prompt provision of
first-aid treatment in heart attack incidents is one of our paramount concerns. We have therefore
purchased and distributed automated external defibrillators (AEDs) to post offices and mail
centers.
● Details of AEDs Distribution

(in number of AEDs)

Region

Seoul

Gyeongin

Busan

No. of AEDs

5

4

2

Chungcheong Jeonnam
1

2

Gyeongbuk

Jeonbuk

Gangwon

Total

3

1

1

19

How to Use the AED

Turn on the power

Apply the electrode
pads to the
patient's chest

Check the patient's
heart rhythm
(stay clear)

Start defibrillation
(stay clear)

Immediately
resume CPR

Diverse welfare benefits accommodating employee demand
To improve the quality of life of our employees and create a vigorous workplace environment, we
have joined hands with a variety of entertainment and service providers so that our employees
can get discounts on corrective eye surgeries, at theme parks such as Lotte World, Seoul Land,
Caribbean Bay, Woongjin Play City, at performance theaters featuring musicals, plays and
concerts, and at various resorts around the country.
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Postal Service Advancing the
Creative Economy

Improved Employee
Satisfaction
Postal Service Advancing
the Creative Economy

We have faithfully fulfilled our role as a promotional hub for realizing the creative
economy by using our nationwide network.

Recruiting talented experts befitting the creative economy
We are a government organization operated like a corporation. We can flexibly respond to fast
changing business conditions only when we are equipped with a sufficient number of experts. The
number of specially employed civilians for the past five years stood at a mere five (one attorney and
four accountants and labor attorneys). In 2014, a total of 35 civilian experts (25 in finance, seven in
labor, and three in accounting) were recruited as sixth- and seventh-class public officials. We also
hired experienced civilians as fifth-class public officials for labor and management policy, fiscal and
accounting management, training research and development, legal affairs and litigation, and asset
management, thereby laying the foundation for seeking a breakthrough for current business obstacles.
We plan to more aggressively recruit and foster high-caliber civilian experts in areas of importance
such as international logistics and shopping in an aim to instill vitality into the entire organization,
increase our competence, and achieve sustained growth.
● Recruitment of Experienced Civilians in 2014
Area

Finance

Task

(in persons)

Number of applicants

Number of persons recruited

Deposit laws

5

1

Public accounting

25

2

Risk

23

6

Financing

140

14

Deposit strategy

4

1

Product development

3

1

Labor

Labor

76

7

Accounting

Accounting

8

3

Sharing the databases of Korea Post
Pursuant to the Act on Promotion of the Provision and Use of Public Data (enacted on October 31,
2013), we have made our data (zip codes, Postal Track & Trace Service, etc.) available to the public,
thus contributing to the improvement of Korean people’s quality of life and the advancement of the
national economy.
We have opened up a total of six databases and ten APIs (application program interfaces), including
the database of postal charges opened to the public in 2014, in an aim to actively support the Korean
government’s policy of revitalizing the creative economy. Data of the Street-Name-Based Address
Search Service and Postal Track & Trace Service were utilized for the development of smartphone
applications, assisting startups and adding to the convenience of all people.
● Korea Post’s Databases Shared with the Public (as of the end of 2014)
Classification

Databases
(6)

Name

Year of sharing

Date of the most recent update

Location of Post Offices

2013

Oct. 29, 2014

Job Openings at Post Offices

2013

Oct. 20, 2014

Postal Charges

2014

July 23, 2014

Post Office Information

2013

Mar. 18, 2014

Bidding Information

2013

Dec. 6, 2013

Postal Statistics

2013

Nov. 11, 2013
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Classification

API
(10)

Name

Year of sharing

Date of the most recent update

Location of Post Offices

2013

Oct. 28, 2014

Lot-Number-Based Address Search Service

2013

Jan. 3, 2013

Zip Code Download Service

2013

Jan. 3, 2013

Door-to-Door Delivery Request Track Service

2013

Jan. 3, 2013

Postal Track & Trace Service

2013

Jan. 3, 2013

EMS Request Saving Service

2013

Jan. 3, 2013

Street-Name-Based Address Search Service

2013

Jan. 3, 2013

Door-to-Door Delivery Request Saving Service

2013

Jan. 3, 2013

EMS Track & Trace Service

2013

Jan. 3, 2013

EMS Request Track Service

2013

Jan. 3, 2013

※ For detailed information, please refer to Government 3.0 on Korea Post’s website (www.koreapost.go.kr) and the public data portal site of
the Ministry of Government Administration and Home Affairs (www.data.go.kr).

Holding the Consignment Delivery Co-Prosperity Council
The Consignment Delivery Co-Prosperity Council was held to facilitate communication between Korea
Post, consignment delivery companies, and staff, and to seek cooperation and mutual prosperity.
The Consignment Delivery Co-Prosperity Council has been divided into the Parcel Consignment
Delivery Co-Prosperity Council and the Home-Based Consignment Delivery Co-Prosperity Council.
It is held at each regional office twice a year and at Korea Post also twice a year.
The Council listens to the difficulties experienced by contracted companies as well as staff and
discusses improvement measures. In 2014, the Parcel and Home-Based Consignment Delivery
<Parcel Consignment Delivery Co-Prosperity
Council in the second half of 2014>

Co-Prosperity Councils took place twice in the second half of the year and held a workshop to
further reinforce cooperation. We will strive to make the Council evolve throughout the future to
enhance working conditions of and seek co-prosperity with consignment delivery staff who remain
dedicated to serving the customers of Korea Post.

Holding the ePost Co-Prosperity Conference
We hosted the 2014 ePost Co-Prosperity Conference that brought together all the suppliers of local
specialties marketed on ePost – Korea Post’s online shopping mall. The precursor to this conference
was the yearly Korea Post shopping system presentation. This presentation evolved into the conference
in celebration of the 29th anniversary of the launch of Korea Post’s shopping system. A wide range of
programs, including marketing education, was offered to fortify the pride and the sense of belonging of the
suppliers and to promote mutual growth, as well as the opportunity to look back on the outcome and share
opinions about our way forward.

Building an open postal service platform
We took advantage of our nationwide network and advanced ICT to open up a new sales channel
for traditional market vendors, revitalize traditional markets, and contribute to the realization of the
creative economy. We developed an online moving-market platform dedicated to traditional market
vendors so that our customers can purchase their products via online and mobile channels.
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Customer Satisfaction Management System

Postal Service Advancing
the Creative Economy
Customer Satisfaction
Management System

Throughout the 130-year history of Korea Post, it has been our most treasured promise to
deliver services to the utmost satisfaction of our customers.

Operating the Korea Post customer panel
We are a government organization recognized for our excellence in customer satisfaction management.
We collect customers’ opinions about our products and services and utilize those findings as the source
of our service improvement. We reinforce our offline activities based on customers’ responses and
attitudes generated at each point of contact with our products and services. We continue to update our
systems to ensure the optimum quality of what we have to offer, including post office counters and selfservice kiosks, in accordance with customers’ suggestions.
● First Place Rankings on Various Customer Satisfaction Indexes
Indexes

Conducted by

Area

Ranking in 2014

Note

Korea Customer
Satisfaction Index

Korea Management
Association Consulting

Postal service

First place

First place ranking for
16 consecutive years

National Customer
Satisfaction Index

Korea Productivity
Center

Door-to-door
delivery

First place

First place ranking for
8 consecutive years

Recruiting Postal Savings Supporters
Korea Post recruited 65 local college students as the fourth generation of the Postal Savings
Supporters and put them into action for eight months from March to October in 2014. The selected
students promoted Postal Savings’ products, services, and events using multimedia channels and
listened to the voices of customers on site.

Producing and distributing the introductory video about our services
We produced a video delivering a wide range of information needed to improve customer experience
at post offices. We broadcast the video to customers via post office counters, the Korea Post website,
and social network services. It is intended to prevent any inconvenience that customers may come
across and help them more efficiently enjoy the many services we offer.

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

Win double titles from the 2014 Korea Communications Awards
Korea Post Service Agency (POSA), an affiliated organization of Korea Post, won double titles from the
2014 Korea Communications Awards held on December 3, 2014, at the international conference hall
of Korea Press Center. POSA was awarded in the design of company newsletter and in the company
history compilation.
Our company newsletter "Digital Post" was designed under the theme of "To regain opportunities and
values," in order to deliver hope and happiness to the people. The Digital Post was acknowledged for
its excellence in designing and editing. Our company history book "Korea Post 130-year history" was
also touted as an outstanding compilation of 130-year history of the company as well as the nation.
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Global Achievements
Korea Post is expanding its stage of operations to the wider world towards the goal of
serving a global customer base of 6 billion people.

Sharing the direction for alternative investment and expanding our global
network through the Global Alternative Investment Forum
Postal Savings and Postal Insurance strive to reinforce our global network and find new overseas
investment targets to continuously increase overseas investment and alternative assets. To this
end, we organized the Global Alternative Investment Forum in 2014 in New York, which was
attended by over 250 experts from global investment banks, alternative investment management
companies (hedge funds, PEFs, real estate management companies, real investment management
companies, etc.), and institutional investors.
This forum served as another milestone for us to fortify our network with many global investment
banks and alternative investment management companies and provided the momentum to
develop new alternative investment opportunities.
● Detailed Description of the Global Alternative Investment Forum
Date

<Global Alternative Investment Forum>

Venue

Attendees

President of Korea Post, global
investment banks, alternative
investment management
December Manhattan, companies (PEF firms,
8
New York City hedge funds, real estate
management companies, etc.),
institutional investors, etc.
(over 250 in total)

Details
∙ Prospects and collaboration cases for each investment area
∙ Directions and strategy for alternative investment of
postal financial services
∙ Consultation with CEOs of alternative investment
management companies
∙ Opportunities to showcase investment products via
alternative investment management companies

Exporting local postal service information technology
Korea Post held the ICT Workshop for Africa’s High-Ranking Postal Service Officials for 27 highranking officials in charge of information technology from 21 African nations from June 6 to June
20. These representatives studied Korea’s technological advancement, witnessed Korea’s IT-based,
cutting-edge postal logistics system on site, and discussed ways to implement such information
technology infrastructure in Africa based on the findings.
We also formed the Postal Service IT Export Promotion Council that brings together private,
public, and research organizations to hold a half-yearly meeting, listen to the voices of pertinent
companies, and seek measures to help them make inroads into the global market. We supported
the export of local IT companies by signing a trilateral MOU with Costa Rica’s national postal
service and Costa Rican Institute of Electricity. Also, we participated in Post-Expo and showcased
Korea’s IT companies and equipment, contributing to highlighting Korea’s IT products and
technological prowess at international conferences and events.
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Global Achievements

Reinforcing international partnerships by hosting conferences
Korea Post dispatched a delegation to the Council of Administration (CA) and the Postal
Operations Council (POC) of the Universal Postal Union (UPU), with Director General of Posts
leading as the chief delegate. We took part in the Postal Regulatory Conference of UPU held in
November 2014 and presented our views on “New Horizons in the Postal Service Industry.” In
addition, we attended the Executive Council (EC) and the Korea-China-Japan Conference of HighRanking Postal Service Officials held by the Asia-Pacific Postal Union (APPU) to share ideas about
strengthening the competitiveness of postal service and exchange information about exemplary
cases to develop new services.

Expanding exchange with overseas postal service providers
Many countries dispatched their representatives to Korea to witness Korea Post’s superior facilities
and seek ways for cooperation. Austrian postal officials visited Korea Post in April and May in 2014
and took a tour around our postal logistics infrastructure and systems. We discussed new business
ideas reflecting the advancement of IT. The secretariat of APPU toured around the Seoul Central Post
Office and discussed with us ways to elevate postal service in the Asia-Pacific region to new heights.
Representatives from over ten countries including Thailand, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Russia also
visited Korea to benchmark exemplary cases and seek cooperation. In particular, Thailand and
Hong Kong dispatched staff members of various postal service areas to receive training.

<Malaysia’s national postal service staff
members visit Korea in February>

<The vice president of Austria’s national
postal service visits Korea in April and May>

<Hong Kong’s postal service officials visit Korea and receive training in December>

<The CEO of Thailand’s national
postal service visits Korea in June>

<Thailand’s national postal service officials visit
Korea and receive training in June>

Expanding exchange with international organizations
The delegation participated in various meetings attended by postal regulatory authorities, business
operators, and representatives of different international organizations and discussed the member
countries’ way forward to diversify postal services and maintain quality universal services. It
provided the chance to reinforce our exchange and cooperation with the postal services of other
countries. We took part in the Postal Regulatory Conference of UPU held in November 2014 and
presented our views on postal strategy for the digital era. In addition, we attended various meetings
organized by UPU, the Asia-Pacific Postal Union (APPU), and Kahala Posts Group (KPG) to
discuss ways to strengthen the competitiveness of postal service and exchange information about
exemplary cases to develop new services.
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04
Sustainable Management

We actively pursue our
corporate social responsibilities and
endeavor to protect the environment
for the benefit of our nation
and communities.
Whenever you need us,
we at Korea Post will be there for you.
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Corporate Social Responsibility
We always strive to fulfill our social responsibility as a government-run corporation by putting into action
the welfare services critically needed to improve the well-being of the underprivileged.

Strengthening community outreach programs to contribute to the wellbeing of people
CSR activities of post offices further reinforced
To better support those deprived of access to social welfare services, fulfill our social responsibility
as a government organization, and fortify the social safety net, Korea Post launched the scholarship
program for children providing for their families in 1995.
Our community outreach service began in full scale in 2000 with the slogan “A World Made Better
through Sharing Together.” Since then, we have focused on reinforcing the social safety net for
children, senior citizens, and citizens with disabilities who have been deprived of access to social
welfare services. The Korea Post Foundation was established in September 2013 to push ahead
with our community outreach service in a more systematic and efficient manner.
Through 2014, we have provided support worth over 54.3 billion KRW to 770,000 beneficiaries
through 212 projects, including the scholarship program for child heads of family, cancer treatment
support for those with disabilities, support for pediatric cancer patients, insurance guaranteeing
greater benefits with a monthly premium of only 10,000 KRW (Happiness of 10,000 Won Insurance),
and life insurance with premiums subsidized by the government (Sharing Happiness Insurance).

Our happiness-sharing activities to reach out to others and build a better world
● Detailed activities for each type of community outreach programs

Type

Activities

•Finding those deprived of access to welfare benefits and
keeping track of the cases

Developing a private-government
cooperation model based
on post office resources and
networks

•Various in-house volunteer groups at work
•Employing unused facilities within post offices for greater advantage
•Green upcycling
•Joint projects that bring together post offices and public and
private organizations

•Support for the underprivileged residents of local communities

Laying the foundation for
fostering future generations
with creativity

Creating medical welfare
infrastructure
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•Post office scholarships
•Mentoring service for children and teenagers with parents
with disabilities

•Nighttime care service for patients with no caregiver
•Support for pediatric cancer patients and their families through
Hansarang House

•Support for the medical expenses of underprivileged patients
•Support for the National Wheelchair Basketball Championship

•Sustainable Management
Corporate Social
Responsibility

● Support fund for each type of community outreach programs in 2014

Type

Postal Insurance

(In millions of Korean won, cases)

Postal Savings

Total

Projects

Support fund

Projects

Support fund

Projects

Support fund

Developing a private-government
cooperation model based on post
office resources and networks

5

1,581

1

1,440

6

3,021

Laying the foundation for
fostering future generations with
creativity

1

303

1

498

2

801

Creating medical welfare
infrastructure

3

671

1

723

4

1,394

Total

9

2,555

3

2,661

12

5,216

<House improvement activities of Korea Post volunteers>

<Green upcycling exhibition>

<Mentoring service for children with
parents with disabilities>

<National Wheelchair Basketball Championship>

<Education about the importance of
environmental protection >

<Cultural camp for pediatric cancer patients
and their families>

<Yearend briquette sharing>

<Joint wedding supported by Korea Post>
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Operating various volunteer groups
Various volunteer groups consisting of our staff members, including the Mail Carriers 365
Volunteer Group and Postal Service Community Outreach Group, are in operation at fourth- and
fifth-grade post offices across the nation. Volunteers engage in a wide range of activities including
tending to senior citizens living alone and delivering meals to the underprivileged.

Major volunteer services in 2014
Post office

Activities

Dobong-gu, Seoul
Anyang

Free meals for senior citizens without any caregiver and support for child heads of family
Plant raising and picnics for children with disabilities

Gwangmyeong
Nambusan

Korean language training classes and vocational training classes (Economic Hope Class) targeting
the women of multi-cultural families
Cultural exploration activities and educational support targeting the children of low-income households

Yesan

Meal service (Happy Table) for senior citizens living alone, education for the prevention of financial
fraud, and laughter therapy

Mokpo

Support for cultural and sports events and providing daily necessities to celebrate holiday seasons
for visually impaired people

Sangju

Musical performance and food delivery for underprivileged people with disabilities

Gimje

Painting murals on walls of elementary and junior high schools in underserved rural communities

Taebaek

House improvement activities for those suffering from poor housing conditions

Volunteer work of Korea Post’s staff in 2014
Classification

Number of
volunteer groups

Number of
volunteers

Number of
volunteer events

Number of
beneficiaries

Support fund

Number

288

12,398

941

32,500

Approximately 700 million KRW

Operating Hansarang House to support pediatric cancer patients and their families
We have operated Hansarang House since 2000, which is evaluated by its beneficiaries to be a highly
satisfactory and supportive service in terms of material aid. Hansarang House provides temporary
accommodations and meals to pediatric cancer patients and their families while receiving treatment at
hospitals, as well as programs to help them regain psychological security. A total of five branches are in
operation across the nation at the moment.
● Support through Hansarang House
Year

2000~2009

Support fund

1,406

239

199

200

200

310

2,554

Medical expenses

713

90

90

90

90

216

1,289

Operating expenses, etc.

693

149

109

110

110

94

1,265

9,891

1,839

1,840

1,851

1,768

2,632

19,821

253

36

51

40

42

56

478

9,638

1,803

1,789

1,811

1,726

2,576

19,343

Number of beneficiaries
Number of those who received treatment
Additional beneficiaries
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Operating Hands of Hope – the free nighttime care program for
patients with no caregiver
We initiated this program in 2008 in partnership with the Korea Regional Self-Support Center
Association to help patients with no caregiver receive proper care and avoid critical situations that may
occur at night.
Mainly women of low-income households with related qualifications (especially certified care
workers) are selected to provide free nighttime patient care service, thus helping patients regain their
psychological stability. A total of 3,134 patients benefited from this service in 2014.

<Providing the free nighttime care for patients
with no caregiver>

Providing support to improve the quality of life for those with disabilities
We offer the insurance product entitled Arms around Each Other for free to those who have
disabilities and face difficulties in making a living. This product is designed to support cancer
treatment expenses for those with disabilities. We also connect college student volunteers with
teenagers of low-income households with disabled parents for one-on-one mentoring services and
educational support. In addition, we stage various events such as the Korea Post President’s Cup
National Wheelchair Basketball Championship.
The 13th Korea Post President’s Cup National Wheelchair Basketball Championship was held in
2014. It served to raise the public’s interest in and understanding of the well-being and physical
activities of those with disabilities, while heightening the pride of disabled athletes.

Donating 10,000 used computers to underprivileged neighbors every year
Korea Post joined forces with the National Information Society Agency (NIA) to donate computers
no longer in use at post offices to people who lack access to information in Korea and beyond.
About 10,000 used computers were collected from post offices by Korea Post and granted to NIA
for free. The computers were then repaired and provided to low-income households in Korea and
to developing nations. In August 2014, we donated computers to Paraguay’s national postal service,
contributing to its IT development and strengthening ties with it.
We have engaged in the donation of used computers since 2006 to fulfill our social responsibility
and to help more people benefit from information. As of 2014, the total number of computers
we have donated to low-income households, people without access to information, and welfare
facilities through last year reaches over 65,000. We also donated used computers to many
countries, including the Solomon Islands, in addition to Paraguay.

<Business agreement to donate computers concluded
between Korea Post and the
National Information Society Agency>

<Donating computers of friendship to Paraguay>
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Providing free postal services to areas affected by the Sewol ferry incident
Due to the sinking of the Sewol ferry, Jindo-gun and Ansan-si were declared special disasterstricken areas on April 21, 2014. Accordingly we provided free delivery services of relief goods sent
from across the nation until the end of November. In addition, we operated temporary post offices
at the Jindo Indoor Gymnasium and Paengmok Port for the families of the deceased and missing
<Notice on PDPs installed at
post office counters>

persons. For more than seven months from April through November, we provided over 5,300 free
delivery services for relief goods. We contributed to facilitating relief efforts and bringing the entire
nation together by flexibly and readily responding to the tragedy.

Organizing the 2014 Korea Stamp Design Contest
The Korea Stamp Design Contest, aimed at increasing the public’s interest in stamps and discovering
innovative stamp designs, was held from September 15 to October 14, 2014 with the two themes "Our
Happy School Life" and "Poems and Songs about Handwritten Letters and Post Offices."
As many as 2,287 entries were submitted in the youth sector and 587 in the adult sector, totaling
2,844. A total of 32 pieces among them were selected as winners, with one winner each for the
<Twitter mentions>

Grand Prize, Gold Prize, and Silver Prize for each theme and sector. Two outstanding guidance
teachers for the youth sector and seven outstanding institutions were also selected. The Grand
Prize and Gold Prize winners of both sectors will be issued as special stamps in 2015.

<Awarding ceremony>

<Winners of the Grand Prize and
Gold Prize themed around
"Our Happy School Life">

<Winners of the Grand Prize and
Gold Prize themed around "Poems
and Songs about Handwritten
Letters and Post Offices">

Organizing the Beautiful Mailbox Photo Contest
We staged the Beautiful Mailbox Photo Contest with the aim of bringing back memories of analog
days in this digital era and to promote communication through the postal service. The theme of
this year’s contest was "Mailbox – Conveying Culture." We asked for creative mailbox photos that
are reminiscent of analog days yet in tune with the digital times. Anybody, including Korea Post
staff members, was allowed to take part. It proved to be a great success with a total of 1,628 entries
submitted from July 16 to August 31, 2014.
<Awarding ceremony>

About 400 pieces – approximately one quarter of the entire entries – were sorted out through
the first screening. The panel of judges that included professors of photography and design
studies, journalists, and executives of professional photographers’ associations then selected 20
outstanding pieces among them. The winners were awarded at the ceremony held at Korea Post,
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and the awarded photos are being utilized for posters and other promotional materials of Korea
Post. We plan to organize a wider range of contests aimed at combining the best of the analog
culture and digital culture throughout the future and stay connected with our customers.

<Grand Prize (Love and Imagination by
Kim Hyeon-suk)>

<Gold Prize
(Denim Mailbox by Shirley Kim)>

<Silver Prize
(Aesthetics of Wait by Kim Jin-su)>

2014 Soul Korea: Handwriting Letters Festival for 50 Million Citizens
Korea Post organized the 2014 Soul Korea: Handwriting Letters Festival for 50 Million Citizens for
three weeks from October 20 to November 8, 2014 under the theme "Handwritten letters! They Are
about Bonding."
This event was designed to encourage people to share their feelings with and express their
minds to their loved ones in an analog manner that forms a stark contrast to today’s digital
communication tools such as social network services symbolizing speed and convenience. In
addition, the event was significant in that it provided the chance to bring together and facilitate
communication among people of different walks of life and help them explore a truly analog activity
in a country globally touted for digital advancement.

Organizing the Postal Savings and Postal Insurance Children’s Painting Contest
Korea Post staged the awarding ceremony for the 16th Postal Savings and Postal Insurance
Children’s Painting Contest – aimed at fostering the creativity and emotional development of
elementary school students – at the Korea Post Officials Training Institute in Cheonan on July 16.
The Grand Prize was presented to Na Yu-jin (a sixth grader of Sindo Elementary School in
Bucheon), who drew a mail carrier delivering happiness to underserved residents. This year marks
the 16th anniversary of the event that first began in 1999. Over 38,000 pieces by elementary school
students from across the nation were submitted.
The entries were screened thoroughly through the preliminaries and finals. Among them, one was
selected as the Grand Prize winner, ten as the Excellence Prize winners, 20 as the Outstanding
Prize winners, and 100 as the Participation Prize winners. We strive to better reach out to children
and inspire them to develop dreams through such children-centered events as the Children’s
Painting Contest.
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Ensuring Financial Soundness
We secure the assets of our customers by employing transparent and
advanced management methods.

Diversifying the portfolio by expanding alternative investment
We continue to expand real estate investment and overseas investment in an aim to increase
returns in the current low-interest-rate environment and diversify our investment portfolio. Our
investment is generating notable results.

Efficiently operating funds by investing in stocks and bonds
The basic policy of Postal Savings Insurance’s asset management is indirect investment. All of our
investments in stocks and part of our investments in bonds are carefully managed by contracted
outside specialists in compliance with operational guidelines and risk management guidelines.
However, we also directly deal with investments in local and overseas bonds purchased to be held
to maturity. We make sure to keep such direct investments safe by purchasing stocks that are
evaluated to be above certain ratings within the pre-set limits.

Ensuring transparency through risk management in each investment stage
Postal Insurance’s asset management is carried out in three stages: planning, investing, and
outcome management. In the planning stage, we decide on investment targets and scale by taking
into consideration the global and local economic conditions each year. In the investing stage,
we conduct research and reviews (including legal reviews) of global and local market conditions
and investment targets in a more detailed manner and take action accordingly. In the outcome
management stage, we monitor and check what progress is being made on our investments
over time through close monitoring, reviews of reports, due diligence reviews of contracted asset
management companies, and interviews with those in charge.

Reinforcing financial soundness and risk management
To more proactively respond to the volatilities of the operational conditions and achieve sustained,
stable growth, we established the Basic Risk Management Plan and Risk Limits Operating Plan;
monitored and analyzed different types of risk on a regular basis; and maintained risk at a tolerable
level within the risk limits.
● Different Types of Risk and Integrated Risk Limits of Postal Saving in 2014
(in hundred millions of Korean won, %)

Classification

Integrated risk

Operational
risk

Liquidity
risk

Strategic
risk

900

1,150

1,150

1,016

1,436

1,150

-

-

Market risk

Credit risk

Interest rate risk

Total

Limits in 2014

6,550

8,500

9,950

25,000

Risk in 2014

4,211

4,907

9,691

18,809

Risk-to-limit ratio

64.3

57.7

97.4

75.2

-

● Different Types of Risk and Integrated Risk Limits of Postal Insurance in 2014
(in hundred millions of Korean won)

Classification

Credit risk

Market risk

Operational
risk

Limits in 2014

53,351

5,800

47,500

4,000

9,000

Risk in December 2014

49,749

44,208

46,913

2,020

4,098

536

93.2

93.1

98.8

50.5

45.5

71.5

Risk-to-limit ratio
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Managing the BIS ratio of Postal Savings
We have calculated and managed the BIS ratio of Postal Savings since 2007. The BIS ratio
is reported to the Financial Services Commission every year and serves as a notification of
management information in accordance with Postal Savings’ soundness requirements.
We have adhered to Basel III for calculating the BIS ratio since 2013. As of the end of December
2014, the BIS ratio of Postal Savings (12.96%) surpassed Financial Supervisory Service’s
requirements (8%) and the requirements for the first rating of the CAMELS ratings (10%).
We will strive to gradually increase the BIS ratio and build up the capital conservation buffer
(2.5%p) in compliance with strengthened capital requirements. Also, we will make sure to keep the
BIS ratio above 10.5% by monitoring changing appraisal profits and managing the limits of riskweighted assets (46.7 trillion KRW).
● BIS Ratio of Postal Savings

2013

2014

Increase

Tier 1 common capital ratio
11.83%

12.95%

1.12%p

Tier 1 capital ratio
11.83%

12.95%

1.12%p

Total capital ratio
11.84%

12.96%

1.12%p

(In hundred millions of Korean won)

Classification

2013

2014

Equity capital (A)

51,414

55,983

Increase
4,569

Risk-weighted assets (B)

434,374

431,919

△2,455

BIS ratio (A/B)

11.84%

12.96%

1.12%p

● BIS Ratio Comparison between Local Banks and Post Offices

(In %)

Classification

2011

2012

2013(a)

2014(b)

Increase (b-a)

Local banks

13.96

14.30

14.53

13.89

△0.64%p

Post offices

10.76

9.78

11.84

12.96

1.12%p

Managing the risk-based capital ratio at the appropriate level
Korea Post has been managing risk-based capital in compliance with the standards of financial
regulatory authorities since 2009. Postal Insurance also adopted this system in 2014 and has
announced the risk-based capital ratio as a financial soundness indicator to more effectively and
fairly compete with private insurance companies. Postal Insurance has been evaluated as having
proactively responded to reinforced financial soundness regulations by maintaining the risk-based
capital ratio at a level befitting a government-run insurance company.

●R
 isk-Based Capital Ratio of
Postal Insurance
(In hundred millions of Korean won, %)

Available capital

37,680
Required capital

29,633
Risk-based capital ratio

227.2

Supporting the real economy
Postal Insurance engages in a variety of projects to support small-and mid-sized enterprises
(SMEs) to grow on a continual basis and to ensure their sales so as to help them instill vitality into
the national economy. We are expanding investments in venture capital funds designed to assist
startups to develop into stable SMEs. We are also striving to help these established SMEs continue
to grow in a reliable manner through investments in small-company equity funds.

Rationalizing postal charges and fees
Due to the decrease in the volume of registered mail that led to the slowdown of growth in sales; the
drop in the cost recovery rate of the postal service; and the aggravation of financial performance, we
raised fees for optional services to improve our profitability and reliably provide higher-quality service.

* The risk-based capital ratio reflects the government’s 100%
guarantee regarding the payment of insurance benefits.

● Fees rationalized
Next-day
express mail
Certified mail
contents-certified mail
special delivery mail

(in Korean won)

90

300

1,000

1,300
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Reinforcing Public Benefits
Maintaining transparency in management and sharing our achievements with the public
are our utmost goals as a government-owned enterprise.

EMS fee discount for SMEs to reinvigorate exports
We are providing discounted EMS fees through MOUs with Korea Trade-Investment Promotion
Agency (KOTRA), Korea International Trade Association (KITA), small and medium-sized business
associations, and local governments to support SMEs' exports and revitalize local economies. With
the recent reinvigoration of global e-commerce, we have supported as many as 3,079 companies
through 262,000 cases totaling 25.93 billion KRW in 2014 by offering 9~13% discounts on EMS fees.
The discounts reduced the overseas shipping costs for SMEs including Korean online shopping
websites.

EMS fee support for multi-cultural families
We are providing EMS fee discounts for multi-cultural families when they send parcels to their
home countries. The discounts aim to help women who have migrated to Korea through marriage
to stably settle down in Korea. Under MOUs between Korea Post and local governments, the local
governments provide PR activities and budgetary support for multi-cultural families and post
offices across the nation provide financial support through the discounts. In 2014, the financial
support reached 497 million KRW through 118,000 cases of EMS fee discounts of 6~13%, based on
the usage amount of each multi-cultural support center. Furthermore, we provided art therapy to
improve relationships within multi-cultural families, and promoted an EMS revenue increase and
fulfilled its public role as an international mail service provider through diverse support activities
including events to write post cards to home countries, etc.

Support for small business owners through opening opportunities to
receive financial support from post offices
We reinforced our role as a state-run financial institution by providing support for financial services
for small businesses/small business owners and increased demand deposits through generating
new sources of income and transferring installments.
Moreover, we reinforced our internal and external PR and training to reinvigorate the sales of
Yellow Umbrella Credit to support the stable livelihood of small business owners and enhanced
our position as a state-run institution by opening up the basic national infrastructure to the private
sector.

Number of
subscribers
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2013

2014

384persons

1,963persons
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It is our sincerest hope that cultivating diverse channels of communication and access to
postal culture will bring us closer to the interest and affection of the public.

PHILAKOREA 2014 World Stamp Exhibition
PHILAKOREA 2014 World Stamp Exhibition, showing Korea's postal culture to the world
The PHILAKOREA 2014 World Stamp Exhibition was held at COEX under the theme of "Love, Peace
and Harmony" for 6 days from August 7 to 12, 2014.
Commemorating 130 years of the Korean postal service, the World Stamp Exhibition showed
556 pieces and 2,412 frames of philately works from more than 100 countries. The event helped
upgrade Korean postal culture through exhibiting 10 rare stamps including an Inverted Jenny,

<Exhibition of rare stamps>

which is worth 1 billion KRW per stamp and was shown in Korea for the first time.
Moreover, the exhibition served as a festive venue with a combination of stamps and diverse
contents to help young people develop their imaginations, diverse experience events enjoyed by all
family members, and cultural performances under the theme of stamps, letters, and post offices.
<Booths selling diverse stamps>

<PHILAKOREA 2014 Opening Ceremony> <PHILAKOREA 2014 Exhibition Hall>

<Philately Exhibition>

<PHILAKOREA 2014 Award Ceremony>

Participation in the global POST-EXPO
We installed Korean booths at the global POST-EXPOs, which are exhibitions of global postal
equipment, and actively supported the entry of Korea's small- and mid-sized postal IT companies
into the global market and the reinvigoration of exports through promoting Korea's postal IT.
In May, we participated in POST-EXPO Asia 2014, which was held in Hong Kong as POST-EXPO's
first Asian venue, and signed contracts for bidding participation worth 47.6 billion KRW in total
through consultations with 190 companies and 380 buyers. Then in September, we made further
excellent achievements, including export contracts worth 1.8 billion KRW and contracts for bidding

<The Korean booth of Asia POST-EXPO
(Hong Kong)>

participation worth 18.6 billion KRW, through consultations with 130 companies and 320 buyers at
POST-EXPO Europe 2014 held in Stockholm, Sweden.
We also plan to participate in the global POST-EXPO to be held in Paris in 2015 to expand
exchanges with overseas postal authorities and support the export of the Korean postal industry.

Publication of 130 Years of the Korean Postal Service

<The Korean booth of Europe POST-EXPO
(Stockholm)>

The publication of 130 Years of the Korean Postal Service, based on the collection and organization
of data on the 130-year history of the Korean postal service since 1884, inspired pride in the history
of the Korean postal service and enhanced the image of the Korean postal service. The book was
compiled in a set of two volumes with 1,200 pages.
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05
Key Statistics for Korea Post's
Management Performance

We think and act from
the customer's point of view and place our
utmost efforts to meet customer demands
with the best products and services.
Whenever you need us,
we at Korea Post will be there for you.
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Statement of Financial Position

Special account for postal services

● Statement of financial position
Classification

(in millions of Korean won, %)

Year-on-Year Change

2014(A)

2013(B)

6,217,430

6,267,148

△49,718

Ⅰ. Current assets

316,140

266,315

49,825

Ⅱ. Investment assets

135,486

135,486

-

5,726,113

5,803,577

△77,464

△1.3

147

447

△300

△67.1

Total Assets(a)

Ⅲ. General tangible assets
Ⅳ. Intangible assets
Ⅴ. Other non-current assets
Total Liabilities(b)
Ⅰ. Current liabilities

Amount(C=A-B)

Proportion(C/B)
△0.8
18.7
-

39,544

61,323

△21,779

△35.5

1,415,542

1,410,056

5,486

0.4

320,942

303,983

16,959

5.6

Ⅱ. Long-term debt liabilities

30,025

35,611

△5,586

△15.7

Ⅲ. Long-term estimated liabilities

60,644

66,531

△5,887

1,003,931

1,003,931

4,801,887

4,857,092

Ⅳ. Other non-current liabilities
Net assets(a-b)

△55,205

△8.8
△1.1

Assets decreased by 49,718 million KRW from the previous year.
• Current assets - C
 ash and cash equivalents increased by 68,866 million KRW, receivables
decreased by 20,846 million KRW, and other current assets increased by 1,806
million KRW.
• General tangible assets - Land increased by 9,434 million KRW, buildings decreased by 19,260
million KRW, structures decreased by 16,870 million KRW, machines
decreased by 11,235 million KRW, furniture·office equipment·vehicles and
transportation equipment decreased by 14,455 million KRW, and general
tangible assets under construction decreased by 25,079 million KRW.
• Intangible assets - Software decreased by 300 million KRW.
• Other non-current assets - Long-term guaranteed deposits decreased by 21,779 million KRW.

Liabilities increased by 5,486 million KRW from the previous year.
• Current liabilities - Current long-term debt liabilities increased by 5,866 million KRW and other
current liabilities increased by 11,093 million KRW.
• Long-term debt liabilities - Long term borrowings decreased by 5,586 million KRW.
• Long-term estimated liabilities - A
 ccrued severance benefits decreased by 552 million KRW and other
long-term estimated liabilities decreased by 5,335 million KRW.

Net assets decreased by 55,205 million KRW from the previous year.
•N
 et assets decreased by 55,205 million KRW from the previous year due to a decrease in the
financial management results of the current year [(-)20,988 million KRW] and revaluation
gains on general tangible assets (34,216 million KRW).
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● Statement of operations
Classification

(in millions of Korean won, %)

Year-on-Year Change

2014(A)

2013(B)

Ⅰ. Net program costs

180,173

170,121

10,052

5.9

Ⅱ. Administrative and operational costs

455,310

423,308

11,721

18,067

32,002
△6,346

7.6
△35.1

Ⅲ. Undistributed costs
Ⅳ. Undistributed revenues

Amount(C=A-B)

Proportion(C/B)

18,230

23,640

△5,410

△22.9

Ⅴ. Net operating costs(I+II+III-IV)

628,974

587,856

Ⅵ. Non-exchange revenue, etc.

607,986

616,410
△28,554

41,118
△8,424

7.0
△1.4

49,542

173.5

Ⅶ. Financial management results(V-VI)

20,988

Net program costs of 180,173 million KRW were incurred.
• Total program costs of 3,078,295 million KRW were incurred by two programs including Postal
Service Closer to You.
• Program revenues of 2,898,122 million KRW including revenues from services rendered were incurred.

Administrative and operational costs increased by 32,002 million KRW (423,308 million KRW
in 2013 → 455,310 million KRW in 2014).
Undistributed costs decreased by 6,346 million KRW (18,067 million KRW in 2013 → 11,721
million KRW in 2014).
Undistributed revenues decreased by 5,410 million KRW (23,640 million KRW in 2013 →
18,230 million KRW in 2014).
Net operating costs increased by 41,118 million KRW (587,856 million KRW in 2013 → 628,974
million KRW in 2014).
Non-exchange revenue, etc. decreased by 8,424 million KRW (616,410 million KRW in 2013 →
607,986 million KRW in 2014).
Financial management results increased by 49,542 million KRW ((-)28,554 million KRW in
2013 → 20,998 million KRW in 2014).
● Statement of changes in net assets
Classification

(in millions of Korean won, %)

Year-on-Year Change

2014(A)

2013(B)

4,857,092

4,858,624

△1,532

0.0

20,988
△34,216

△28,554

Ⅲ. Adjustment

△30,086

49,542
△4,130

173.5
△13.7

Ⅳ. Net assets - end of period(year)(I-II+III)

4,801,887

4,857,092

△55,205

△1.1

Ⅰ. Net assets - beginning of period(year)
/initial net assets
Ⅱ. Financial management results

Amount(C=A-B) Proportion(C/B)

Net assets decreased by 55,205 million KRW (4,857,092 million KRW in 2013 → 4,801,887
million KRW in 2014).
• Financial management results increased by 49,542 million KRW ((-)28,554 million KRW in 2013
→ 20,988 million KRW in 2014).
• Adjustment decreased by 4,130 million KRW in revaluation gains of general tangible assets.
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Special account for postal savings
● Statement of financial position
Classification

(in millions of Korean won, %)

Year-on-Year Change

2014(A)

2013(B)

66,541,610

66,961,210

△419,600

△0.6

Ⅰ. Current assets

33,458,848

37,243,460

△3,784,612

△10.2

Ⅱ. Investment assets

30,618,634

27,240,321

3,378,313

12.4

1,444,934

△0.5

Total Assets(a)

Ⅲ. General tangible assets
Ⅳ. Intangible assets
Ⅴ. Other non-current assets
Total Liabilities(b)
Ⅰ. Current liabilities
Ⅱ. Long-term debt liabilities
Ⅲ. Long-term estimated liabilities
Net assets(a-b)

Amount(C=A-B)

Proportion(C/B)

1,451,926

△6,992

6,150

11,497

△5,347

△46.5

1,013,044

1,014,006

△962

△0.1

61,759,125

62,672,857

△913,732

△1.5

57,852,828

57,201,746

651,082

1.1

3,906,245

5,470,946

△1,564,701

△28.6

52

165

△113

△68.5

4,782,485

4,288,353

494,132

11.5

Assets decreased by 419,600 million KRW from the previous year.
• Current assets - C
 ash and cash equivalents increased by 341,642 million KRW, short-term
financial instruments decreased by 5,944,415 million KRW, short-term
securities increased by 1,942,127 million KRW, receivables decreased by 4,894
million KRW, and other current assets decreased by 119,072 million KRW.
• Investment assets - Long-term financial instruments increased by 131,870 million KRW, longterm securities increased by 3,542,971 million KRW, and other investment
assets decreased by 296,528 million KRW.
• General tangible assets - Land increased by 17,182 million KRW, buildings decreased by 1,908
million KRW, structures decreased by 1,326 million KRW, machines
decreased by 439 million KRW, furniture·office equipment·vehicles and
transportation equipment decreased by 16,185 million KRW, and general
tangible assets under construction decreased by 4,317 million KRW.
• Intangible assets - Software decreased by 5,347 million KRW.
• Other non-current assets - Other non-current assets decreased by 962 million KRW.

Liabilities decreased by 913,732 million KRW from the previous year.
• Current liabilities - S
 hort-term borrowings increased by 767,904 million KRW, current longterm debt liabilities increased by KRW 2,677 million, and other current
liabilities decreased by KRW 119,499 million
• Long-term debt liabilities - Long-term borrowings decreased by 1,564,701 million KRW.
• Long-term estimated liabilities - Accrued severance benefits decreased by 113 million KRW.

Net assets increased by 494,132 million KRW from the previous year.
• Financial management results of (-)110,021 million KRW were incurred.
• Adjustment of 384,112 million KRW was incurred. (Gains or losses on valuation of investment
securities of 411,115 million KRW, profits and losses on valuation of derivatives of (-)18,669 million
KRW, and revaluation gains of general tangible assets of (-)8,334 million KRW were incurred.)
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● Statement of operation
Classification
Ⅰ. Net program costs

(in millions of Korean won, %)

2014(A)

2013(B)

△417,637

△359,676

Ⅱ. Administrative and operational costs

Year-on-Year Change
Amount(C=A-B)
△57,961

Proportion(C/B)
△16.1

48

13,915

△13,867

△99.7

62,096

22,917
11,937
△334,781

170.9
△73.5

Ⅴ. Net operating costs(I+II+III-IV)

3,169
△358,662

39,178
△8,768
△23,881

△7.1

Ⅵ. Non-exchange revenue, etc.

△248,641

△354,854

Ⅶ. Financial management results(V-VI))

△110,021

20,073

106,213
△130,094

29.9
△648.1

Ⅲ. Undistributed costs
Ⅳ. Undistributed revenues

Net program costs (strengthened growth of postal savings) of (-)417,637 million KRW were incurred.
• Total program costs of 2,055,503 million KRW were incurred.
• Program revenues reached 2,473,140 million KRW including the revenues from services rendered.

Administrative and operational costs decreased by 13,867 million KRW (13,915 million KRW
in 2013 → 48 million KRW in 2014).
Undistributed costs increased by 39,178 million KRW (22,918 million KRW in 2013 → 62,096 million KRW in 2014).
Undistributed revenues decreased by 8,768 million KRW (11,937 million KRW in 2013 → 3,169 million KRW in 2014).
Net operating costs decreased by 23,881 million KRW ((-)334,781 million KRW in 2013→
(-)358,662 million KRW in 2014).
Non-exchange revenue, etc. increased by 106,213 million KRW ((-)354,854 million KRW →
(-)248,641 million KRW in 2014).
Financial management results decreased by KRW 130,094 million (20,073 million KRW in
2013 → (-)110,021 million KRW in 2014).
● Statement of changes in net assets

(in millions of Korean won, %)

Classification

2014(A)

2013(B)

Ⅰ. Net assets - beginning of period(year)/ initial net assets

4,288,353
△110,021

4,131,468

Ⅱ. Financial management results
Ⅲ. Adjustment
Ⅳ. Net assets - end of period(year)(I-II+III)

Year-on-Year Change
Amount(C=A-B) Proportion(C/B)

20,073

156,885
△130,094

3.8
△648.1

384,112

176,958

207,154

117.1

4,782,485

4,288,353

494,132

11.5

Net assets increased by 494,132 million KRW (4,288,353 million KRW in 2013 → 4,782,485
million KRW in 2014).
• Financial management results of (-)110,021 million KRW were incurred.
• Gains or losses on valuation of investment securities of 411,115 million KRW, profits and losses
on valuation of derivatives of (-)18,669 million KRW, and revaluation gains of assets of (-)8,334
million KRW were incurred.
• Financial management results decreased by 130,094 million KRW (20,073 million KRW in 2013
→ (-)110,021 million KRW in 2014).
• Adjustment increased by 207,154 million KRW in gains or losses on valuation of investment
securities, profits and losses on valuation of derivatives, and revaluation gains of general
tangible assets, etc.
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● Statement of financial position
Classification
Total Assets(a)
Ⅰ. Current assets
Ⅱ. Investment assets
Ⅲ. General tangible assets
Total Liabilities(b)
Ⅰ. Current liabilities
Ⅱ. Long-term debt liabilities
Ⅲ. Long-term estimated liabilities
Net assets(a-b)

(in millions of Korean won, %)

Year-on-Year Change

2014(A)

2013(B)

47,718,500

46,097,556

1,620,944

3.5

12,364,351

10,759,253

1,605,098

14.9

35,174,889

35,157,880

179,261

180,423

17,009
△1,162

0.1
△0.6

45,695,093

44,264,985

1,430,108

3.2

530,624

271,961

1,290

258,663
-

105.1
-

45,163,179

44,006,322

1,156,857

2.6

2,023,407

1,832,571

190,836

10.4

Amount(C=A-B)

1,290

Proportion(C/B)

Assets increased by KRW 1,620,944 million from the previous year.
• Current assets - C
 ash and cash equivalents increased by 126,501 million KRW, short-term
financial instruments increased by 403,838 million KRW, short-term securities
increased by 1,334,806 million KRW, receivables increased by 53,802 million
KRW, short-term loans increased by 71,657 million KRW, and other current
assets decreased by 385,508 million KRW.
• Investment assets - Long-term securities increased by 17,009 million KRW.
• General tangible assets - Buildings decreased by 1,762 million KRW, structures decreased
by 715 million KRW, machines increased by 27 million KRW,
furniture·office equipment·vehicles and transportation equipment
increased by 2,422 million KRW, and general tangible assets under
construction decreased by 1,135 million KRW.

Liabilities decreased by 1,430,108 million KRW from the previous year
• Current liabilities - Current long-term debt liabilities increased by 493 million KRW, and other
current liabilities increased by 271,467 million KRW.
• Long-term debt liabilities - Long-term borrowings increased by 1,290 million KRW.
• Long-term estimated liabilities - Accrued severance benefits decreased by 314 million KRW,
liabilities due to insurance benefits increased by 1,158,465
million KRW, and other long-term estimated liabilities
decreased by 1,294 million KRW.

Net assets increased by 190,836 million KRW from the previous year
• Financial management results of (-)398,119 million KRW were incurred.
• Funds financed or transferred of (-)329,785 million KRW were incurred.
• Adjustment of 122,502 million KRW was incurred.
(Gains or losses on valuation of investment securities of 434,451 million KRW, profits and losses
on valuation of derivatives of (-)89,440 million KRW, revaluation gains of general tangible assets
of (-)693 million KRW, and changes in other net assets of (-)221,816 million KRW were incurred.)
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● Statement of operations
Classification
Ⅰ. Net program costs

(in millions of Korean won, %)

2014(A)

2013(B)

324,545

Ⅱ. Administrative and operational costs

362,711

Year-on-Year Change
Amount(C=A-B)
△38,166

Proportion(C/B)
△10.5

9,462

36,033

△26,571

△73.7

Ⅲ. Undistributed costs

7,210,900

9,593,450

△2,382,550

△24.8

Ⅳ. Undistributed revenues

10,632,834
△640,640

△2,689,808

△25.3

Ⅴ. Net operating costs(I+II+III-IV)

7,943,026
△398,119

242,521

37.9

Ⅵ. Financial managementresults(V)

△398,119

△640,640

242,521

37.9

Net program costs (enhancing postal insurance services) of 324,545 million KRW were incurred.
• Total program costs of 324,545 million KRW were incurred.

Administrative and operational costs decreased by 26,571 million KRW (36,033 million KRW
in 2013 → 9,462 million KRW in 2014).
Undistributed costs decreased by 2,382,550 million KRW (9,593,450 million KRW in 2013 →
7,210,900 million KRW in 2014).
Undistributed revenues decreased by 2,689,808 million KRW (10,632,834 million KRW in 2013
→ 7,943,026 million KRW in 2014).
Net operating costs increased by 242,521 million KRW ((-)640,640 million KRW in 2013 →
(-)398,119 million KRW in 2014).
Financial management results increased by 242,521 million KRW ((-)640,640 million KRW in
2013 → (-)398,119 million KRW in 2014).
● Statement of changes in net assets

(in millions of Korean won, %)

Classification

2014(A)

2013(B)

Ⅰ. Net assets - beginning of period(year)/initial net asset
Ⅱ. Financial management results

1,832,571
△398,119

1,691,139
△640,640

Ⅲ. Funds financed or transferred

△329,785
122,502
2,023,407

Ⅳ. Adjustment
Ⅴ. Net assets - end of period(year)(I-II+III+IV)

Year-on-Year Change
Amount(C=A-B)

Proportion(C/B)

141,432

8.4

△321,207

242,521
△8,578

37.9
△2.7

△178,001

300,503

168.8

1,832,571

190,836

10.4

Net assets increased by 190,836 million KRW (1,832,571 million KRW in 2013 → 2,023,407
million KRW in 2014).
• Financial management results of (-)398,119 million KRW were incurred.
• Funds financed or transferred of (-)329,785 million KRW were incurred.
• Adjustment including gains or losses on valuation of investment securities of 434,451 million
KRW, profits and losses on valuation of derivatives of (-)89,440 million KRW, revaluation gains
on assets of (-)693 million KRW, and changes in other net assets of (-)221,816 million KRW
were incurred.
• Financial management results increased by 242,521 million KRW ((-)640,640 million KRW in
2013 → (-)398,119 million KRW in 2014).
• Funds financed or transferred decreased by 8,578 million KRW ((-)321,207 million KRW in 2013
→ (-)329,785 million KRW in 2014).
• Adjustment increased by 300,503 million KRW in gains or losses on valuation of investment securities,
profits and losses on valuation of derivatives, and revaluation gains of general tangible assets, etc.
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● Statement of financial position
Account

(in Korean won)

2014(A)

2013(B)

26,506,320,334,858

32,577,223,034,063

1,169,564,937,923

1,300,222,708,090

25,336,755,396,935

31,277,000,325,973

499,293,090,000

401,009,179,999

34,139,261,629,273

28,752,447,815,305

1. Securities held for trading

1,252,407,443,909

266,782,749,683

2. Available-for-sale securities

17,509,749,459,216

16,061,674,715,753

3. Held-to-maturity securities

15,377,104,726,148

12,423,990,349,869

1,016,520,484,285

463,006,096,814

1. Overdraft for checks

422,612,182,363

469,428,419,193

2. Other loans

600,000,000,000

Assets
Ⅰ. Cash and due from banks
1. Cash and cashable assets
2. Due from banks
Ⅱ. Financial assets designated at fair value through profit and loss analysis
Ⅲ. Securities

Ⅳ. Loans

Loan loss provision

-

△6,091,698,078

△6,422,322,379

Ⅴ. Tangible assets

1,444,933,939,807

1,451,926,224,856

Ⅵ. Other assets

2,849,105,810,883

3,315,597,962,833

9,112,168,369

10,074,147,873

957,045,401

1,190,849,711

650,345,669,275

719,563,611,963

4. Prepaid expenses

4,434,438,810

4,112,421,271

5. Derivative assets

63,893,846,629

360,421,975,932

6. Intangible assets

6,150,078,051

11,497,007,442

575,559,231,761

780,301,984,172

1,538,653,332,587

1,428,435,964,469

66,455,435,289,106

66,961,210,313,870

58,287,084,021,386

59,386,557,381,316

58,238,135,399,427

59,336,241,724,601

1,095,277,128,596

983,613,807,239

57,142,858,270,831

58,352,627,917,362

48,948,621,959

50,315,656,715

1. Guarantee deposits
2. Receivables
3. Accrued income

7. Domestic exchange settlement debits
8. Miscellaneous types of other assets
Total assets
Liabilities
Ⅰ. Depository liabilities
1. Deposits in KRW
A. Demand deposit
B. Deposit with time limit
2. Postal capital
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Ⅱ. Debt liabilities

2014(A)

2013(B)

1,223,147,720,000

910,386,490,000

1,223,147,720,000

910,386,490,000

2,215,029,921,744

2,435,272,284,068

1. Derivative liabilities

195,720,501,450

6,499,925,460

2. Agency

131,842,095,453

251,641,343,698

3. Domestic exchange settlement credits

418,118,124,845

614,359,953,385

79,859,324,195

86,354,540,081

1,389,489,875,801

1,476,416,521,444

61,725,261,663,130

62,732,216,155,384

-

-

2,215,151,489,571

2,095,654,356,459

1,929,232,153,178

1,825,925,650,662

40,833,911,428

4,858,328,351

3. Other retained earnings

121,818,191,330

121,818,191,330

4. Unappropriated retained earnings

123,267,233,635

143,052,186,116

2,515,022,136,405

2,133,339,802,027

709,630,517,781

717,964,867,584

1,800,086,588,351

1,391,401,256,741

5,305,030,273

23,973,677,702

4,730,173,625,976

4,228,994,158,486

66,455,435,289,106

66,961,210,313,870

1. Bonds sold under repurchase agreements
Ⅲ. Other liabilities

4. Accounts for agency business
5. Miscellaneous types of other liabilities
Total liabilities
Net assets
Ⅰ. Initial net assets
Ⅱ. Reserves and retained earnings
1. Free reserves
2. Surplus from contributed facilities

Ⅲ. Adjustment to net assets
1. Revaluation gains on tangible assets
2. Profits and losses on valuation of available-for-sale securities
3. Profits and losses on valuation of derivatives
Total net assets
Total liabilities and net assets
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● Statement of profit and loss
Account

2014(A)

2013(B)

2,471,129,212,619

2,754,587,866,949

1,670,761,583,797

1,934,116,961,787

22,103,610,001

27,543,487,739

237,174,762,895

340,610,162,489

330,624,301

58,724,321

320,885,639,307

75,868,476,824

6. Commission income

78,694,928,682

70,373,465,604

7. Stock dividends

16,740,000,000

16,740,000,000

124,438,063,636

289,276,588,185

2,319,013,436,735

2,599,971,023,233

1,332,651,618,258

1,671,312,550,161

4,069,700,000

9,115,397,873

3. Losses on valuation and disposition of securities

34,400,950,957

57,848,187,478

4. Losses on foreign exchange

99,833,959,192

141,523,121,108

5. Commission expenses

54,823,888,447

45,163,970,013

6. Sales and administrative expenses

475,999,716,459

461,079,313,529

7. Other operating expenses

317,233,603,422

213,928,483,071

152,115,775,884

154,616,843,716

27,998,087,761

53,151,400,924

1. Rental income

5,395,590,198

5,144,991,500

2. Gains on disposition of tangible assets

3,042,992,721

2,158,086,534

19,559,504,842

45,848,322,890

60,616,730,533

68,486,159,047

1,221,470,184

628,655,297

59,395,260,349

67,857,503,750

119,497,133,112

139,282,085,593

Ⅰ. Operating revenues
1. Interest revenues
2. Gains on valuation and disposition of financial assets
designated at fair value through profit and loss analysis
3. Gains on valuation and disposition of securities
4. Gains on valuation and disposition of loans
5. Gains on foreign exchange

8. Other operating income
Ⅱ. Operating expenses
1. Interest expenses
2. Losses on valuation and disposition of financial assets
designated at fair value through profit and loss analysis

Ⅲ. Operating income
Ⅳ. Non-operating income

3. Other non-operating income
Ⅴ. Non-operating expenses
1. Losses on disposition of tangible/intangible assets
2. Other non-operating expenses
Ⅵ. Net income
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● Statement of financial position
Account

(in Korean won)

2014(A)

2013(B)

Assets
Ⅰ. Savings and due from banks

5,318,413,437,485

4,790,177,442,400

3,589,676,177,291

2,958,697,773,990

135,010,112,490

8,112,441,410

3,448,700,000,001

2,912,076,600,000

C. Other savings

5,966,064,800

38,508,732,580

MMDA

5,966,064,800

38,508,732,580

1,728,737,260,194

1,831,479,668,410

38,175,594,445,756

36,804,607,505,441

1. Securities held for trading

3,000,705,902,017

1,665,900,210,401

A. Beneficiary certificates

1,147,159,322,974

1,330,655,900,401

B. Foreign currency securities

1,639,735,059,043

1. Savings
A. Savings
(insurance revenue)
B. Time deposit

2. Money in trust
Ⅱ. Securities

C. Other securities

-

213,811,520,000

335,244,310,000

11,650,351,252,880

12,552,577,756,549

12,083,206,400

82,191,977,080

B. Government and public bonds

115,478,514,024

36,862,825,522

C. Special purpose bonds

241,570,896,491

266,415,146,034

D. Corporate bonds

409,142,998,621

153,389,310,681

E. Beneficiary certificates

1,630,837,020,215

1,464,569,084,495

F. Foreign currency securities

4,830,327,768,306

6,011,894,981,969

G. Other securities

4,410,910,848,823

4,537,254,430,768

23,524,537,290,859

22,586,129,538,491

A. Government and public bonds

6,504,711,035,395

5,879,465,351,314

B. Special purpose bonds

6,123,798,836,566

6,195,708,659,354

C. Corporate bonds

6,728,187,418,898

7,554,252,932,811

D. Foreign currency securities

2,967,840,000,000

1,656,702,595,012

E. Other securities

1,200,000,000,000

1,300,000,000,000

2. Available-for-sale securities
A. Stocks

3. Held-to-maturity securities
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Ⅲ. Loans

2013(B)

2,678,818,594,364

2,607,161,600,802

Loan loss provision

△14,300,678,956

△32,706,098,808

1. Policy loans

2,683,626,812,830

2,592,973,511,560

2. Credit loans

391,142,830

391,142,830

3. Policy holder-guaranteed insurance loans

401,363,220

401,363,220

8,699,954,440

9,279,682,000

4. Staff-guaranteed insurance loans
5. Loans secured by savings

-

822,000,000

6. Other loans

-

36,000,000,000

Ⅳ. Tangible assets

177,732,508,900

178,881,472,566

87,095,035,220

87,095,035,220

88,134,231,659

88,134,231,659

△1,039,196,439

△1,039,196,439

70,804,956,181

72,553,092,997

77,174,072,483

76,909,525,483

△5,880,213,781

△3,853,679,030

△488,902,521

△502,753,456

15,871,020,113

16,585,738,216

33,714,479,903

32,666,304,913

△17,843,459,790

△16,080,566,697

511,067,863

483,638,062

A. Machines

1,110,410,787

977,460,606

B. Accumulated amount of depreciation

△599,342,924

△493,822,544

3,447,274,313

1,025,338,936

A. Electronic communication equipment

2,598,682,946

2,470,703,866

B. Accumulated amount of depreciation
(electronic ommunication equipment)

△2,031,118,010

△1,913,906,517

C. Office equipment

1,057,226,071

459,455,753

D. Accumulated amount of depreciation
(office equipment)

△372,409,252

△317,398,735

E. Office equipment
(finance lease)

2,046,088,790

1. Land
A. Land
B. Reserves for public projects
(land)
2. Buildings
A. Buildings
B. Accumulated amount of depreciation
C. Reserves for public projects
(buildings)
3. Structures
A. Structures
B. Accumulated amount of depreciation
4. Machines

5. Equipment
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F. Accumulated amount of depreciation
(office equipment_finance lease)
G. Office furniture and equipment

2014(A)
△167,574,207

2013(B)
-

539,337,192

482,315,392

△222,959,217

△155,830,823

3,155,210

3,256,945

A. Vehicles and transportation equipment

5,459,250

4,909,250

B. Accumulated amount of depreciation
(vehicles and transportation equipment)

△2,304,040

△1,652,305

H. Accumulated amount of depreciation
(office furniture)
6. Vehicles and transportation equipment

7. Assets under construction
Ⅴ. Other assets
1. Insurance receivables
2. Receivables
Loan loss provision
3. Accrued income
Loan loss provision
4. Prepaid expenses
5. Prepaid value added taxes

-

1,135,372,190

1,366,412,705,894

1,747,169,680,399

209,541,425,237

212,873,799,670

10,516,758,509

2,904,439,796

△2,355,199,309

△2,080,532,040

577,628,758,696

528,031,140,985

△74,499,950

△126,501,507

51,668,480,740

103,145,541,028

-

27,897,570

6. Derivative assets

122,785,517,664

504,806,124,197

7. Unamortized acquisition expenses

396,701,464,307

397,587,770,700

47,716,971,692,399

46,127,997,701,608

47,716,971,692,399

46,127,997,701,608

44,665,842,577,661

43,751,625,457,144

△100,467,760

△142,591,776

1. Premium reserves

42,013,241,715,280

41,010,913,612,250

2. Required reserves

501,663,434,620

468,908,192,405

94,872,140

135,504,410

4. Policyholder dividend reserves

834,749,857,360

745,208,218,030

5. Long-term dividend reserves

907,098,968,352

1,076,275,367,313

6. Reserves for insurance losses

409,094,197,669

450,327,154,512

489,679,685,033

262,521,402,144

489,679,685,033

262,521,402,144

Total Assets
[ Total assets ]
Liabilities
Ⅰ. Policy reserves
(Reserve adjustment account for reinsurance ceded)

3. Unearned premium reserves

Ⅱ. Policyholder share adjustment
Gains on valuation of available-for-sale securities
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Ⅲ. Other liabilities

2014(A)

2013(B)

562,865,650,092

292,627,327,742

1. Insurance claims payable

62,727,020,970

76,532,023,951

2. Other accounts payable

132,901,500,077

67,101,361,173

3. Advance received
4. Value added taxes withheld

-

8,927,580

305,041,930

239,778

5. Deferred premiums

33,324,606,710

36,050,771,190

6. Lease security deposits

32,461,958,850

23,756,566,080

146,932,599

461,164,932

5,981,518,652

7,261,318,710

295,017,070,304

81,454,954,348

45,718,387,912,786

44,306,774,187,030

82,187,740,165

82,880,584,286

82,187,740,165

82,880,584,286

A. Land

63,339,302,871

63,339,302,871

B. Buildings

18,308,082,303

18,910,062,548

540,354,991

631,218,867

Ⅱ. Accumulated other comprehensive income

414,915,035,324

311,828,882,497

1. Gains on valuation of available-for-sale
securities

411,903,819,314

219,377,649,972

2. Gains on valuation of derivatives

60,656,387,132

162,979,681,190

3. Losses on valuation of derivatives

△57,645,171,122

△70,528,448,665

1,501,481,004,124

1,426,514,047,795

1,501,481,004,124

1,426,514,047,795

1,370,786,923,633

1,426,514,047,795

7. Reserves for severance benefits
8. Reserves for public projects
9. Derivative liabilities
[ Total liabilities ]
Equities
Ⅰ. Capital surplus
1. Revaluation gains on assets

C. Structures

Ⅲ. Retained earnings
1. Unappropriated retained earnings
A. Retained earnings carried over from
prior years
B. Net income
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130,694,080,491

-

[ Total equities ]

1,998,583,779,613

1,821,223,514,578

[ Total liabilities and equities ]

47,716,971,692,399

46,127,997,701,608
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● Statement of profit and loss
Account

(in Korean won)

2014(A)

2013(B)

7,920,368,263,573

10,633,714,396,359

5,355,750,059,960

8,273,668,150,930

73,732,704,770

2,846,575,476,290

5,282,017,355,190

5,427,092,674,640

1,571,222,761,302

1,497,105,093,500

A. Interest on deposits

101,949,949,175

60,975,991,706

B. Interest on available-for-sale securities

262,825,036,924

323,624,821,463

C. Interest on held-to-maturity securities

1,053,194,598,834

963,709,662,851

153,066,607,049

148,576,520,430

186,569,320

218,097,050

648,732,000

640,514,212

262,411,092,729

303,853,517,467

A. Gains on valuation of securities held for trading

72,105,626,135

5,666,190,836

B. Gains on disposition of securities held for trading

39,440,423,022

78,198,359,671

150,865,043,572

211,346,066,032

Ⅰ. Insurance operating revenues
1. Premium revenues
A. New business premiums
B. Continuation premiums
2. Interest revenues

D. Interest on loans
E. Other interest revenues
3. Reinsurance revenues
4. Gains on valuation and disposition of securities

C. Gains on disposition of available-for-sale securities
D. Reversal of impairment losses on held-to-maturity securities
5. Gains on foreign exchange

234,083,076,713

8,642,900,928
6,529,182,192

A. Gains on foreign currency translation

206,051,227,232

B. Gains on foreign currency transactions

28,031,849,481

6. Gains on valuation and disposition of loans

18,405,419,852

-

Reversal of allowance for possible losses

18,405,419,852

-

6,529,182,192

7. Gains on money trust

65,922,881,174

94,014,734,230

8. Dividend income

85,395,537,640

96,195,267,875

9. Rental income

5,263,622,010

5,568,648,170

10. Commission income

2,164,243,670

15,265,851,610

11. Other insurance operating revenues

319,100,836,523

340,873,436,173

A. Gains on derivative transactions

293,680,018,732

60,964,801,435

B. Gains on valuation of derivatives

25,139,173,771

279,489,031,268

281,644,020

419,603,470

7,787,840,540,405

10,361,544,717,738

976,078,485,590

4,536,779,815,249

5,304,616,845,850

4,840,675,492,680

2,245,447,445,590

1,891,504,297,280

C. Other insurance operating revenues
Ⅱ. Insurance operating expenses
1. Increases in policy reserves
2. Claims paid
A. Benefit payments
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계정명

2014(A)

2013(B)

2,990,105,607,910

2,900,970,016,350

C. Dividend expenses

69,063,792,350

48,201,179,050

3. Reinsurance expenses

469,312,372

523,214,770

489,624,705,696

502,519,898,288

A. Acquisition expenses

237,528,661,945

279,424,356,459

B. Continuation expenses

450,428,891,619

456,068,226,891

△198,332,847,868

△232,972,685,062

199,219,154,261

198,449,922,092

2,156,303,735

1,679,868,759

121,298,063,155

28,067,904,328

624,647,711

4,761,804,068

104,734,853,714

1,732,186,640

15,938,561,730

21,573,913,620

B. Refunds

4. Operating expenses

(Deferred acquisition expenses)
5. Amortization of acquisition expenses
6. Investment administrative expenses
7. Losses on valuation and disposition of securities
A. Losses on valuation of securities held for trading
B. Losses on disposition of available-for-sale securities
C. Impairment losses on available-for-sale securities
8. Losses on valuation and disposition of loans
Bad debt expenses
9. Losses on foreign exchange
A. Losses on foreign currency translation
B. Losses on foreign currency transactions

2,289,023,163

-

2,289,023,163

61,105,571,522
-

68,270,710,731
66,856,227,231

61,105,571,522

1,414,483,500

10. Depreciation expenses

3,634,286,947

3,449,856,160

11. Advance payment discounts

2,871,540,650

1,642,737,260

12. Transfer to reserves for public projects

1,476,081,132

1,438,446,002

13. Other insurance operating expenses

625,290,189,495

175,757,828,256

A. Losses on derivative transactions

370,419,194,966

153,697,548,247

B. Losses on valuation of derivatives

247,272,957,126

14,967,127,675

229,642,463

430,401,984

7,368,394,940

6,662,750,350

132,527,723,168

272,169,678,621

1,041,736,058

1,339,545,090

1,041,736,058

1,339,545,090

2,875,378,735

173,839,889

C. Bad debt expenses
D. Other insurance operating expenses
Ⅲ. Operating income(losses)
Ⅳ. Non-operating revenues
1. Miscellaneous income
Ⅴ. Non-operating expenses
1. Losses on prior period error corrections
2. Miscellaneous losses
Ⅵ. Net income
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-

397,606,429

-

2,477,772,306

173,839,889

130,694,080,491

273,335,383,822
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Indices

Major Management Indices

Major Management Indices
● Revenues and Expenses
Classification

(in hundred millions of Korean won)

Change from the
Previous Year (%)

Account

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Postal service

33,589

35,089

35,659

36,373

38,613

6.2

Revenues

Savings

36,046

35,883

38,346

38,612

31,763

△17.7

Insurance

6,151

7,079

7,823

7,979

7,779

△2.5

Postal service

32,768

35,021

35,271

35,671

37,021

3.8

Savings

22,679

21,981

28,253

28,535

22,975

△19.5

Insurance

5,978

6,986

7,754

7,897

6,429

△18.6

Expenses

● Revenues
Classification

(in hundred millions of Korean won)

Account

Profits and
losses
Special
account for
postal
services

Item

Performance

Operational income

28,469

Government property rent

311

Miscellaneous income

259

Transferred income
Balance accrued from the previous year
Profit/loss balance
Balance accrued from the previous year

Capital

262
1,601

Financial services income

Special
account for
postal
savings

Miscellaneous income

10,070
31,613

Balance accrued from the previous year

8

Income from government property sales

1

Intra-governmental income and others

141

Add-on insurance fee
Miscellaneous income
Profit/loss balance

Subtotal of the special account for postal insurance
Total revenue

9

Balance accrued from the previous year

Subtotal of the special account for postal savings
Profits and
losses

20,960
574

Total capital

Special
account for
postal insurance

1,984
38,613

Intra-governmental income and others
Profit/loss balance

Capital

121

Intra-governmental income and others
Total capital

Profits and
losses

582
36,629

Income from government property sales

Subtotal of the special account for postal services
Revenues

7,008

150
31,763
7,778
1
7,779
7,779
78,155
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● Expenses
Classification

(in hundred millions of Korean won)

Account

Item

Profits and
losses

9,273

Supporting business management

5,478

Supporting administrative affairs

17,163

Other account transfers

Special
account for
postal
services

1,669

Transactions between accounts

1,601

Postal Service Closer to You
Supporting business management
Transactions between accounts
Total capital
Subtotal of the special account for postal services
Sustainable management of postal savings
Expenses

Supporting administrative affairs
Special
account for
postal
savings

Profits and
losses

Other account transfers

1,093
579
1,782
37,021
18,088
1
4,042
594
141

Sustainable management of postal savings
Total capital

Enhancing postal insurance services
Supporting administrative affairs

Profits and
losses

Transactions between accounts (transfer)
Transactions between account funds (transfer)
Profit/loss balance

Subtotal of the special account for postal insurance
Total expenses

76

110

Transactions between accounts

Subtotal of the special account for postal savings

Special
account for
postal
insurance

35,239

Transactions between account funds (transfer)

Profit/loss balance
Capital

55

Transactions between account funds

Profit/loss balance

Capital

Performance

Postal Service Closer to You

22,866
109
109
22,975
3,268
1
2,903
257
6,429
6,429
66,425

•Key Statistics for Korea Post’s
Management Performance
Major Management
Indices

Staffs·Facilities

● Number of staff (based on the prescribed number as of the end of December 2014)
(in number of persons)

43,769 persons (31,404 permanent government officials, 12,365 non-permanent officials)
Permanent Government Officials
Classification

Total
(A+B)

Non-Permanent

Contract
posts

Administrative·
technical
posts

Korea
postal
service
jobs

Subtotal
(A)

Special
post
office
staff

1

10,239

21,164

31,404

3,889

Number of
43,769
persons

Assigned Non-fixedFixed-term Subtotal
police
term
contract
(B)
officers contract
41

6,652

● 2008-2014 number of postal facilities

1,783

12,365

(in number of items/devices)

Classification

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Postboxes

23,761

22,997

22,051

21,083

19,428

18,060

15,681

P.O. Boxes

27,657

27,803

26,180

25,684

20,969

19,828

16,981

Automobiles

3,441

3,735

3,794

3,800

3,847

3,882

3,962

Motorcycles

14,204

14,083

14,110

14,186

14,228

14,226

14,493

Postal Delivery Vehicles

45,021

47,334

51,702

53,619

55,401

50,716

54,207

Trolleys

6,576

6,077

4,877

4,737

4,115

3,519

2,932

Stamping Machines

249

241

235

186

181

134

124

Automatic Cancelling
Machines for Separate/Subse
quent Postage Payment

407

419

406

359

362

257

263

3,747

3,977

3,964

3,783

3,770

3,262

3,119

Automatic Strapping Machines

● 2008-2014 fund of postal savings and postal insurance

(in hundred millions of Korean won)

Classification

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Savings

409,210

429,719

492,461

565,799

602,920

617,882

607,955

Insurance

226,990

265,840

298,030

339,790

393,340

436,560

453,360
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28 Feb. Korean-Made Characters(4th)

20 Mar. Cadastral Resurvey

9 Apr.

16 May PHILAKOREA 2014 World Stamp Exhibition

15 July International Congress of Mathematicians Seoul 2014

31 July 17th Asian Games Incheon 2014
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Memorable Figures(2nd)

3 Jun.

2014 FIFA World Cup Brazil

•Appendix
2014 Postage Stamp Program

7 Aug.

Definitive Postage
Stamps(1,930 Korean Won,
3,000 Korean Won)

8 Aug.
7 Aug.

PHILAKOREA 2014
World Stamp Exhibition

8 Aug.

Pope Francis's Visit to Korea

Philately Week

16 Sep. The 12th Meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity(COP 12)

1 Oct.

2014 ITU Plenipotentiary
Conference

21 Aug. The 60th Backje Cultural Festival

7 Oct.

The Korean Day

7 Oct.

The 50th Anniversary of Korea-Uruguay
Diplomatic Relations

28 Oct. Definitive Postage
Stamps(3,550
Korean Won)

20 Nov. Definitive Postage
Stamps(2,000 Korean Won,
400 Korean Won)

20 Nov. Kim Suro of the Gaya Kingdom

1 Dec.

New Year's Greetings
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